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Abstract

Distributed collaboration is the work arrangement in which people distributed across different locations collaborate on achieving a common goal. One particular domain of work that has embraced distributed collaboration is software development. Global software development is the special kind of software development where the production of software is carried out by geographically dispersed people. Such work however, is challenged by the distance between people and a strategy for handling the complex dependencies that exists in distributed software development is to engage in closely coupled work where close collaboration and frequent meetings drive the work. One way to achieve this way of working is to implement the Scrum software development framework. Implementing Scrum in globalized context however, requires transforming the Scrum development methods to a distributed setup and extensive use of collaboration technologies.

In this dissertation, I explore how novel collaboration technologies can support closely coupled distributed work such as that in distributed Scrum. This research is based on three different studies: an ethnographic field study of distributed Scrum between Danish and Indian software development companies and the design, implementation and evaluation of the two video-communication based collaboration tools SideBar and dBoard.

Based on these studies I present the concept of collaborative windows—a user interface concept for a special kind of collaborative video-mediated systems. A collaborative window is a video-based collaboration tool that implements three properties: (i) it employs a window metaphor to its videoconferencing features, (ii) it uses a content-on-video approach to superimpose interactive content on top of the video and (iii) it implements context-awareness to adjust its behaviour to the surrounding environment. The dissertation explains the concept and presents a design space analysis for collaborative window systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The present dissertation presents work on designing technologies for distributed collaboration and the concept of collaborative windows—a novel type of collaboration technology for closely coupled distributed work. In this chapter, I present the background and domain of the work, the research question and provide an overview of the dissertation.

1.1 Background

Nowadays, more and more work is carried out as distributed work. In distributed collaboration, geographically dispersed actors work together on a common task. In order to enable distributed collaboration, a number of technologies should be used to handle communication. In these technological setups, video technologies play a large role. As a high-bandwidth communication channel [50] video is well suited for many collaborative tasks in which distributed co-workers have to come together. Video-conferencing provides advantages over for example audio-only setups in terms of meeting structure, turn taking and conveying body-language [38, 52].

Video-communication is not without problems though, and one area of problems with todays videoconferencing, relates to the fact that the videoconferencing technologies often are disconnected from other collaborative tools. Previous research have shown that videoconferencing is most often conducted in combination with other activities [11]. Just as in collocated meetings, distributed meetings using videoconferencing usually revolves around a common task. And as with most tasks that need to be solved collaboratively, such tasks are solved with the aid of tools. The problem here is related to the fact that the tools needed to solve a given task at hand, and the videoconferencing tools used to mediate the communication are not integrated which requires distributed actors to
manually set up and relate these tools to each other. Creating such arrangements where different kinds of tools has to be connected and setup across locations poses challenges for distributed teams [4, 14] and there is a need to create technologies that integrate video with the other essential tools used in distributed collaboration [69].

Another area of problems of videoconferencing setups is that they are mostly designed for planned meetings. A typical videoconferencing setup in a company will be located in a dedicated meeting room where meetings can be planned and executed at specific times. In collocated settings however, much interaction and information sharing amongst colleagues happen outside of such planned meetings. From the informal meetings in hallways or at the coffee machine to the awareness gathered by sitting and working collocated, much information is gained simply by being collocated. In distributed collaboration, this information is lost which in turn causes challenges for the collaboration. These issues have been addressed with the concept of ‘video windows’ [21]’ and ‘media spaces’ [6]. Both concepts describe how video can be use as always-on technologies to provide a view into a distant location instead of only being turned on during planned meetings.

1.2 Domain

This research has been conducted in the domain of global software development (GSD). GSD is one work domain that has adopted distributed collaboration as a standard way of working [15]. Companies are increasingly turning to GSD in search of greater profits through access to lower wage labor, in search of new talented employees or to reach new markets [15, 29]. Transitioning to global work however, also introduces a range of problems related to the distances of time, space and culture which pose challenges to communication, coordination and control [13].

Within GSD, agile methodologies like Scrum are now increasingly becoming applied [34]. The usage of Scrum in GSD might seem like a contradiction at first [59]; while Scrum advocates close collaboration, collocation and frequent communication, GSD projects are characterized by the distribution of people over two or more locations. With a focus on close collaboration and frequent meetings however, Scrum has proved a good approach to handle the complexities of GSD [57]. Adhering to the recommended meetings and transforming them to a globalized work context, companies have been observed to overcome some of the problems traditionally associated with GSD [2]. In general, achieving a successful collaboration across distances requires companies to implement appropriate work processes—such as those recommended by Scrum transformed to a
distributed environment [35]—and communication and coordination technologies to facilitate these processes. This dissertation presents work on the latter of these two; how novel collaborative technologies can support distributed agile software development.

### 1.2.1 Next Generation Technologies for Global Software Development

The work presented in this dissertation has been carried out as a part of the research project ‘Next Generation Technologies for Global Software Development’ (NexGSD)\(^1\). The NexGSD project is a joint research project between universities and companies that have set out to develop processes and tools supporting GSD. The project has undertaken a multidisciplinary approach to GSD looking at challenges and opportunities from ethnographical, organizational and technological perspectives. This, so far has shed light over GSD from different perspectives looking into the challenges of GSD in terms of e.g. managing trust [70] or maintaining legacy systems [48].

A core tenet within the NexGSD project is to explore GSD as a potential for companies to stretch across countries and engage in close collaboration with distant colleagues rather than a platform for outsourcing work. We refer to outsourcing as the special kind of organizational arrangement where (parts of) the construction of software is shipped off to another location to be returned once it has been completed. Differently, we refer to close collaboration in GSD if the production of software relies on close collaboration between two or more sites that each take part in and responsibility of the construction and completion of the software as a whole. Our studies have showed that successful collaborative software projects can be achieved by keeping collaboration close despite the complexities of managing such closely coupled distributed work [5, 39]. This dissertation presents work on collaborative technologies for agile GSD and follows the tenet of the NexGSD project. GSD carries a potential for engaging in close collaboration between distributed teams and the tools we design to support such work should enable close collaboration to unfold rather than support outsourcing.

### 1.3 Research Question and Approach

This dissertation addresses how distributed collaboration can be supported from a technological perspective and asks the question: *How do we design technologies that support closely coupled collaborative work such as that of global Scrum?*. Following the triangulation process of Mackay and Fayard [47] the dissertation approaches this questions from three perspectives: a technological, an empirical and a conceptual.

\(^1\)http://nexgsd.org/
Technological. From a technological perspective, the dissertation demonstrates two tools designed to support distributed teams; SideBar and dBoard. SideBar is an initial exploration into the domain of collaborative video and is a tool designed to support social engagement in video meetings. dBoard is a collaboration tool for GSD in the form of distributed Scrum board designed to support awareness and ad-hoc and planned meetings for a distributed Scrum team. I present the design and implementation of these prototypes which were used to explore the technical aspects of the research question.

Empirical. The empirical perspective encompasses a workplace study of a distributed Scrum team working out of Denmark and India and three evaluations of SideBar and dBoard. SideBar was evaluated in a small scenario-based usability study. dBoard was evaluated in two steps; in a scenario-based usability study with Scrum practitioners and in a field deployment between two distributed collaborating software development companies. These studies show how users found the tools both easy to use, usable and how combined video and domain specific applications was appreciated. The field deployment of dBoard also showed how this kind of technology was well suited for supporting the standup meetings of the distributed Scrum team but also pointed out challenges that were introduced with a deployment of the board.

Conceptual. The conceptual perspective presents the concept of collaboration windows—a user interface concept for collaborative systems that are specifically designed closely coupled distributed collaboration. A collaborative window application is a video-mediated communication tool where domain-specific interactive content is overlaid on top of the video. The concept is derived from the the workplace study and the experiences of designing, implementing and evaluating SideBar and dBoard and builds on previous research on content overlay in videoconferencing [43, 51], video windows [21] and media spaces [6].

1.4 Reading Guide

This dissertation is organized into two parts. Part I is an introduction and Part II is a collection of four research papers. In Part I, I introduce and discuss the background of the research, the methods used and the concept of collaborative windows that was developed based on the research. This part is structured as follows:

Chapter 2: Background
This chapter sets the stage of the dissertation by examining the domain of agile global software development, how video-mediated communication is used within the domain and what challenges are faced. The chapter also explains related work which is later
used to position the concept of collaborative windows.

**Chapter 3: Research Methods**

Chapter 3 presents the methods that were used in exploring the research questions. The chapter describes the ethnographic workplace study of distributed Scrum and the design, implementation and evaluation of two technology prototypes that were developed to support distributed software development: SideBar and dBoard.

**Chapter 4: Collaborative Windows**

This chapter presents the concept of collaborative windows—a user interface concept for collaborative systems that employ a window metaphor, use content-on-video to integrate video with other tasks and implement context awareness. The concept was derived from the workplace study of distributed Scrum and the work of designing, implementing and evaluating SideBar and dBoard and captures what was learned into a unified concept. The chapter places the concept in relation to related works and presents a design space analysis of systems that build on top of this concept. The purpose of this chapter is to summarize and crystallize what has been learned from working with developing systems for globally distributed scrum.

**Chapter 5: Discussion**

This chapter discusses the opportunities and challenges of collaborative windows and how the concepts might be appropriated to domains outside distributed agile software development.

**Chapter 6: Conclusion**

Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation by providing an answer to the research question and pointing out directions of future work.

Part II is a collection of four research papers:

**Paper P1: Routine and Standardization in Global Software Development**

This paper reports on an ethnographic workplace study of globally distributed Scrum between a Danish software development company and an Indian service provider. The purpose of the study was to investigate the complex net of dependencies that exists in such a project and how a globally distributed team managed to successfully handle these dependencies. This paper contributes to the dissertation in two ways. First, it demonstrates how GSD using Scrum organized around close collaboration and frequent communication can be used to handle the complex dependencies in such a collaboration. Second, it was used as the first step in the design of the dBoard as some of the challenges
we observed were related to the lack of a Scrum board for the observed distributed Scrum team.

**Paper P2:** *SideBar: Videoconferencing System Supporting Social Engagement*

This paper presents the design, implementation and evaluation of SideBar. SideBar was our first exploration into the domain of collaborative video. The purpose of SideBar is to give distributed co-workers opportunities to connect to each other and engage in more social activities. SideBar is a videoconferencing system that extends a traditional videoconferencing systems with tablet computers for all participants. The tablets show a mirrored videofeed from the conference camera, however, the video has been made interactive by superimposing interactive rectangles on top of faces of people in the video. Using this interactive video, users can navigate to profiles of each other and engage in one-to-one chat conversations during the meetings.

**Paper P3:** *dBoard: a Digital Scrum Board for Distributed Software Development*

In this paper we present the dBoard—an interactive Scrum board and video-communication tool designed for distributed Scrum teams. The dBoard superimposes a shared interactive Scrum board on top of a video-stream. Designed for both planned as well as unplanned meetings, the dBoard is able to blur and de-blur the video automatically the proximity of people and the whole system is integrated with existing task tracking system so it fits into the standard collaboration setup used in distributed software development. The paper reports on the design, implementation and user evaluation of the dBoard.

**Paper P4:** *Facilitating Distributed Standup Meetings through Blended Video Conferencing and Task Management Technology*

This last paper reports on a field deployment of the dBoard. We first studied the daily Scrum meeting practices of a small Danish software development company to understand and learn how the meetings supported their Scrum process and what challenges the team faced. We then deployed the dBoard in two companies; the Danish company and their collaborating partner in Flensburg, Germany for a period of 5 weeks. During this time we observed the standup meetings of the teams as they used the boards. The paper describes the outcomes of these studies that showed how the dBoard was able to provide support for their daily standup meetings while also pointing out challenges related to the physical and organizational embeddedness of the board.
Part I

Collaborative Windows
Chapter 2

Background

This chapter describes the background and context of the dissertation. In particular, since the work presented here has been carried out within the domain of distributed agile software development, the first part of chapter explains the concept of global software development and the relation to Scrum. The second part of the chapter then explains the role of videoconferencing—a widely used communication tool for GSD—and the benefits and challenges of using videoconferencing in distributed collaboration.

2.1 Global Software Development

Global software development (GSD) is the special kind of software development where work is split across two or more geographically dispersed sites [44]. In recent years, GSD has become common practice [15] as companies have realized that GSD carries potential for savings through reduced labour costs, easier penetrations of new markets and access to larger pools of skilled labour [15]. GSD however, also faces challenges related to the geographical, temporal, cultural and linguistic distances [53] that impact communication, coordination and control [13]. In worst case, such challenges can cause a distributed collaboration to fail [7] however, if handled correctly, successful collaboration can unfold [20] and companies might reap the benefits of GSD.

This dissertation refers to GSD as the work arrangement within software development where several people in two or more geographically dispersed locations work together to produce software. Here, it is important to note that several terms are used in the literature when talking about GSD. Distributed software development, global software development or global software engineering are all used somewhat interchangeably by different authors when describing the same domain. In this dissertation I use the term
Chapter 2. Background

global software development and the abbreviation GSD to describe such work arrangements however, it should be noted that other terms exist and that these have been treated as being similar description for the same concept.

2.1.1 Scrum in GSD

Scrum is a software development framework that suggests how to arrange work, development teams and meetings [63]. Scrum is built on the Agile philosophy in which the it is recognized that software requirements are hard to define up-front and that the development teams should embrace change [3]. In Scrum, software requirements are formulated as user stories which are broken down into tasks and arranged in the product backlog. Development teams are organized into Scrum teams—small self-managing teams consisting of a Scrum master, developers and testers. The work is arranged into sprints—time boxed unit of typically 2-3 weeks—during which a number of user stories are implemented. The effort it takes to implement a user story is estimated by the Scrum teams and every sprint, a number of user stories corresponding to the teams velocity (i.e. the amount of estimated user stories the team can produce) are selected and placed in the sprint backlog. During the sprint, the developers in the Scrum teams assign user stories to each other and remove them from the backlog as they are completed. At the end of a sprint, the implemented stories are accepted or rejected in a demonstration meeting and the Scrum team reflects on the work processes in the retrospective meeting.

While Scrum has been designed for collocate use, it is increasingly being applied to GSD as well with successes (e.g. [2, 57, 67]). Despite the fact that previous research suggests that the challenges of GSD should be handled through reducing collaboration [13] it is exactly the focus on frequent meetings and close collaboration of Scrum that has proven to be successful in handling the problems that arise from the distances in GSD [57]. Still however, challenges exist related to the introduction of Scrum in GSD which requires companies using Scrum in distributed environments to tailor the Scrum practices to fit with the distances [35, 56], make use of other strategies such as aligning working hours and additional informal meetings as well as make extensive use of different communication tools [34].

2.2 Video Mediated Communication

One central research theme in GSD is how technologies can support GSD [29]. To achieve successful collaboration, a wide range of tools should be used. Noll et. al.
describe how one of the primary solutions to overcome the barriers created by the distances in GSD is to make use of synchronous communication technologies [53]. Within synchronous communication, videoconferencing plays a large role as the highest communication bandwidth technology [17]. Previous research on technology support for GSD suggests that video carries value in the fact that that meetings are better structured, and that people tend to be more focussed compared to audio only [52]. Isaacs and Tang’s studies of video technologies suggest, that compared to audio-only communication the benefits of video is how video allows expressing understanding, forecasting responses, managing pauses and including non-verbal communication [38]. Video-communication however, also suffers from problems. One line of problems relate to the fact that traditional videoconferencing setups where the camera is mounted on top or below the screen create a parallax that disrupts eye-contacts and pointing gestures. To solve such issues, previous research has looked into creating setups with one way transparent screens where the camera can be placed behind the screen [42, 55, 68], or recently, using 3d-sensors in additional to cameras to create 3d photorealistic representations of meeting participants that can be rendered ‘correctly’ on screen to correctly transmit both gaze and gestures [31, 74].

### 2.2.1 Video Windows and Media Spaces

One issue in distributed collaborative work is tied to all the information that which is lost when people are working geographically dispersed. From the spontaneous encounters in hallways to the knowledge of where ones colleagues are located, much information is shared among people simply by being collocated. Staying aware of remote co-workers’ schedules, work and personal lives is much more difficult in distributed collaboration [12] and existing technology setups are not designed to support such awareness [37]. This problem is perhaps not directly linked to videoconferencing as a technology. Indeed, the name video-conferencing or video-meeting implies that this kind of technology is targeted planned events such as a conference and not designed for informal communication and awareness. However, this is a general problem of distributed work and it is included in this dissertation as it links to the usage of videoconferencing. In distributed work, the video serves as the closest means of achieving collocation, however, it does not support an important aspect of what it entails to be collocated.

To address these issues, the concepts of video windows and media spaces have been proposed. A video window is an always on video connection between two sites intended for people to be able to communicate with each other through a virtual window in the wall
providing a video into a distant location [21]. Similarly, the concept of mediaspaces describe video and audio connected geographically dispersed sites that support awareness, chance encounters and group discussions [6].

2.2.2 Integration with other tools

Another problem of today’s videoconferencing equipment is the fact that it is rarely integrated with other tools. A traditional setup consists of camera, screen, microphone and speakers—perhaps located in a dedicated meeting room. While some setups allow for bringing in documents or provide an additional screen for screen sharing, there is no explicit support for collaborative tools to be used during the meetings. While videomeetings indeed are about meetings—which the technology facilitates—is usually done in conjunction with other tasks [11]. When distributed actors meet using videoconferencing, it is with a task at hand. The point here is, that these tasks usually also require some tools to accomplish and that these tools are not integrated with the videoconferencing equipment. There is a need for videoconferencing technologies that integrate with the other tools used during meetings [69].

The problems of establishing a video channel and meanwhile configuring other tools is part of Bjørn and Christensen’s concept of relation work [4, 14]. Relation work denotes all the work that goes into establishing the social-technical relations between people and people, people and artifacts and artifacts and artifacts. Establishing these connections, the authors argue, become increasingly complex in distributed collaboration. The problems of setting up videoconferencing equipment in conjunction with other tools is one instance of the complexities of relation work in distributed collaboration. Bjørn and Christensen observed how communicating information on physical task wall in global engineering through video became a cumbersome task. Indeed, the disconnection between the task wall and the video set the need for highly complex and complicated relation work to take place.

Some previous research however, have focussed on creating vide-mediated communication setups which provide support for collaboration around shared artifacts. The notion of blended interaction spaces and the accompanying BISi system for example, is a video-mediated communication system inspired by the HP Halo systems that have been engineered in software as well as hardware to create a video-mediated space in which external artifacts and data sourced can be brought into the meeting [54].
2.2.3 Beyond Being There

Despite the aforementioned problems within the context of video-mediated communication, previous research have also pointed out that video-communication provides possibilities of creating systems that provide collaborating actors with interaction possibilities that are not possible in collocated environments. System that—in theory—could be preferred even if interaction in physical proximity was possible [32]. Beyond being there is the concept that describe such systems that take advantage of the possibilities of modern technology to provide users with experiences and interactions beyond physical collocation. Roussel and Gueddana elaborate on this concept and propose the notion of Multiscale Communication Systems—a telecommunication concept that aims to support variable degree of engagement, smooth transition between such degrees and integration with other media [61]. Concepts such as beyond being there and multiscale communication systems suggest that we can design and implement communication-tools that provide us with functionality that we do not have in collocated settings.

2.3 Summary

In distributed collaboration, distributed actors work together on a common task. One instance of distributed collaboration is GSD where the work of producing software is carried out by people located in geographically dispersed locations. With opportunities for advantages of reduced costs and access to skilled labour, GSD has become popular but GSD is also challenged by geographical, temporal, cultural and linguistic distances. Within GSD, agile methodologies such as Scrum are now increasingly becoming applied as they have proven to be effective in helping overcome the challenges associated with the distances of GSD. In order to successfully implement Scrum in GSD, the processes need to be modified to the distances and appropriate technologies should be used for handling the collaboration. One such technology that has enabled this way of working is videoconferencing. Videoconferencing enables distributed coworkers to met in a high communication bandwidth channel, but videoconferencing still does not compare to collocation and suffer from several drawbacks. In particular, the lack of support for informal awareness and the disconnections between video-technology and other tools needed during video-meetings pose challenges for distributed collaboration. In the following chapters, I present work on collaboration technologies that seek to solve these issues.
Chapter 3

Research Methods

The purpose of this dissertation is to gain knowledge about designing collaborative tools for closely coupled distributed work such as that of distributed Scrum. In doing so, three main studies were conducted: an ethnographic work place study of globally distributed Scrum and the development of two video-based communication tools: SideBar and dBoard. All studies are detailed in Part II (the study in [P1], SideBar in [P2] and dBoard in [P3] and [P4]) so this chapter explains the studies with a focus on how they helped inform and conceptualize the notion of collaborative windows (Chapter 4).

This chapter describes the research methods that have been applied in the investigation of the research question and the three aforementioned studies. The specific activities in the research methodology can be depicted using Mackays and Fayard’s framework of scientific triangulation which describes the research methods underlying HCI research and how these methods relate to each other [47]. More specifically, HCI research triangulates between theory, the design of artifacts and observations. The methods used in exploring collaboration tools for globally distributed work presented in this dissertation can be seen in Figure 3.1.

The observation perspective encompassed a workplace study [46] of distributed Scrum which was conducted to explore globally distributed Scrum and provide input for the design of technologies supporting this kind of work arrangement. The design of artifacts perspective involved the design and implementation of two collaboration tools: SideBar and dBoard. The design of these tools both followed a centered design process [1] where wireframes or working prototypes were presented to users used in order to elicitate final requirements [25]. Both systems were built as fully functional prototypes. The tools were then—from an observational perspective—evaluated in user studies and the dBoard was furthermore subjected to a field deployment [66]. Finally, the concept of collaborative windows was conceived based on the work of the three main studies.
3.1 Workplace Study

In 2013 we performed an ethnographic workplace study of a globally distributed Scrum team with members located in both Denmark and India. Using observations and interviews, two researchers studied the work practices of the team for two weeks. With one researcher located in Denmark and one in India we had access to a global view of the collaboration [58]. The purpose of this study was two-fold. First, we wanted to understand how a distributed Scrum team managed to handle all the dependencies in work that arise when working in a distributed team. Second, we wanted to gather input for the design of collaborative systems supporting global Scrum. Paper [P1] explains how the team used the strategies of routine and standardization to manage the complex dependencies that arise in distributed work, so this section explains what we learned from the study that helped us design tools for distributed Scrum. We also refer to Paper [P1] for details on the study methodology. It is important to note here, that this study was conducted after SideBar (Section 3.2) was designed and evaluated, and the results thus were used for the design of dBoard (Section 3.3) and as part of the motivation for the concept of collaborative windows (Chapter 4).

3.1.1 Results

Our study of the distributed Scrum team revealed that they managed to keep an ongoing close collaboration despite the large distance between Denmark and India and that Scrum was a particularly good match for the complex work the goes into developing software across countries. Adhering to many of the suggested Scrum practices—such as daily meetings, sprint planning and estimation, and team structure—the team successfully carried out the Sprint we observed and in general expressed that the collaboration...
was a success. Despite the success however, we also observed problems which were mostly related to the technical setup the teams used to facilitate the collaboration.

In the case of a daily standup meeting in Scrum, for example, the lack of a dedicated space where the meetings could take place caused delays. While the Indian developers always used the same meeting room for the daily meetings, in Denmark, a room was booked on a day-to-day basis. As the Danish developers did not have a spatially stable location to go to when conducting the meetings, we observed how delays occurred. In several instances, the Danish developers were late to the meetings as they first had to figure out which meeting room had been booked for the meeting and then navigate through the (rather large) office building to that room. This could easily delay the meeting by 5 minutes, leaving little time for the meeting as only 15 minutes had been allocated in India before another team had booked the room. Without access to a common, stable location to conduct daily meetings, the meetings were delayed and had to be rushed so they could finish within the 15 minute timeslot.

The lack of integration between video and other tools also caused problems during the daily meetings. We observed how the meetings between the two distributed sites were done using videoconferencing but also required the access to their task tracking software. Indeed, these two technologies were not integrated but had to be set up independently for each meeting which had two negative consequences for these meetings. First, the setup costs of these meetings were quite high which contrasts the intention of the daily meeting. These meetings are supposed to be short and effective but we observed how this was only possible in a distributed setting if setting up the equipment was as effortless as possible. Both technologies required significant knowledge to set up—knowledge which on the Indian side only resided with one developer. If this developer was not available to set up the technology we observed how the others struggled to establish the video connection and log in to the task tracking system which delayed the meeting. Second, the lack of integration between video and task management tool caused a situation where only the Danish Scrum master could update the state of tasks and the control of the system thus resided with him.

The same problems were observed during the demonstration meeting which was conducted at the end of the Sprint, only here, the consequences of not having an integrated video and demonstration tool were more severe. During the demonstration meetings, the Scrum team demonstrated the user stories that had been implemented in the sprint for the Product Owner. The Product Owner would either accept the user story as completed or reject it in which case the user story was placed back into the development backlog for further development. What we observed was, that due to the technical limitations of the technologies used in the demonstration meetings, it was not possible
for the Indian developers to participate in the meeting, and instead, Danish developers demonstrated the features that the Indian developers had worked on. The reason for this was, that the team needed a large projector to demonstrate the features which did not allow them to simultaneously have a video link to the Indian offices. At the same time, was the test-server setup located in Denmark and the Indian developers did not have access to it. The technological contraints thus meant, that the Indian developers had to inform developers in Denmark on what was to be demonstrated and how, and all demonstration was done in Denmark by the Danish team.

3.1.2 Summary

The study of a globally distributed Scrum team showed, that while the team was able to successfully carry out a globally distributed collaboration using of Scrum, some of the greatest challenges were related to the technological setups used to facilitate the collaboration. The team had access to and made extensive use of videoconferencing equipment, but when other tools were needed during meetings, problems arose and with no common place for the daily meetings to take place, meeting were delayed. The daily Scrum meetings became cumbersome to setup—which goes against their intended simple and fast intentions—and the demonstration meetings were held without the participation of the Indian developers. There seemed to be a need for smarter video-conferencing solutions that integrated with the other tools that were needed to support these specific activities.

3.2 SideBar

SideBar was our first technological exploration into the domain of interactive video. SideBar seeks to address the problem that personal connections are hard to achieve in distributed arrangements. The problems of distributed collaboration are linked to the fact that many of the processes that exists in collocated collaboration are disrupted by distances [28]. This also applies to the creation of personal ties and connections which have optimal conditions in collocated settings where everyday communication, spontaneous encounters, frequent meetings and interactions, and possibly planned team building activities all foster the creation of such connections. With the introduced distances in GSD, such facilitating processes are disrupted and studies of people in distributed teams show that their self-reported distributed social network size is smaller compared to collocated [30] and people tend to form groups with collocated colleagues [9]. Personal connections are not without importance however, and concepts such as trust,
the feeling of group cohesion and connectedness have been linked to communication effectiveness and patterns in distributed environments [22, 40, 50].

Figure 3.2: The SideBar system adds tablet computer for all meeting participant. Using these tablets, participants can seek out information about each other and engage in one-on-one chat conversations.

3.2.1 System Description

SideBar addresses the problem that interpersonal connections are much harder to achieve in distributed collaboration compared to collocated [4]. SideBar is a videoconferencing system that aims to support social activities during video meetings using interactive video. The main feature of SideBar is that the traditional videoconferencing setup is extended with personal tablets for all meeting participants. These tablets show an interactive mirrored videofeed from the conference camera. Using facial-tracking, the tablet video is made interactive by superimposing small rectangles on top of the faces of people in the video. As the SideBar system uses face tracking not face recognition, a login procedure is necessary to make a connection between the user and the face as tracked by the image recognition algorithm. This association is made by a login procedure in which a user—when starting the video-meeting—is shown the video-stream of the local site in which she is located. She then selects herself in the interactive videofeed to make the connection between the face and the person. Figure 3.2 depicts a conceptualization from the design process of a SideBar meeting—meeting participants are using tablets during the meeting to interact with each other.
Users can tap an interactive rectangle on the tablet videofeed to navigate to a personal profile for the corresponding person. The personal profiles in SideBar contain personal and professional information about the person such as name, position and personal interests, access to a direct one-to-one chat as well as information about the location of the person, and information about the team as a whole. With SideBar, people can seek out information about each other during the meeting and engage in one-to-one—so called sidebar—conversations. Figure 3.3 shows the SideBar tablet user interface in a meeting situation. The videofeed from the conference camera is shown on the tablet and yellow rectangular interactive areas are superimposed onto the faces of people in the video along with the names of the people. Tapping these rectangles will bring up the profile page for that person. On the side of the videofeed, the time of day, the weather and recent news about the remote location is shown.

### 3.2.2 Evaluation

SideBar was evaluated in a small scenario-based usability study [16] with the purpose of assessing the perceived usefulness of the different features of SideBar as well as the ease of use. 7 participants (mean age 32, all male) were recruited for the evaluation which was conducted in two sessions. Each participant was given a role such as user interface designer or developer and was asked to play out a scenario in which a mobile application was to be produced and they had to agree on the division of work. The details of the scenario and the procedure can be found in [P2]. After completing the
scenario, participants were asked to rate the usefulness of different features of SideBar on a Lickert scale and state to what extend they agreed with the statements *The system is easy to use* and *The use of tablets distracts the video meeting*. The session concluded with an open ended interview in which participants could elaborate on their answers and provide additional comments and suggestions on the system. Figure 3.4 shows a snapshot from the an evaluation session.

![Figure 3.4: A snapshot from the SideBar evaluation.](image)

Table 3.5 shows the results of the Lickert scale questionnaire reported as the minimal score, the first quartile, the median, the third quartile, the maximum score and the interquartile range. In general, the participants found SideBar useful and reported that SideBar was “really helpful” and “the right way to go”. The interactive videofeed and the personal profiles scored especially high in the evaluation. In the semi-structured interview that followed participants stated that “[I] felt surprised how useful integrating information and video is” and that the combined video-content interface “added more depth to the video meeting” and even requested more information be readily available on the video instead of in the profile pages of SideBar. The participants also found the system easy to use which was also visible from observing the evaluation scenario as it played out as all participants confidently navigated to the profiles of each other seeking out information using the interactive video.
Feature | $Min$ | $Q1$ | $\bar{x}$ | $Q3$ | $Max$ | $iqr$
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Interactive video | 4 | 4 | 4 | 5 | 5 | 1
Personal profiles | 3 | 3.25 | 4 | 5 | 5 | 1.75
Location page | 1 | 1.5 | 3 | 3 | 4 | 1.5
Communication backchannel | 4 | 4 | 4 | 5 | 5 | 1
Team Page | 1 | 1.5 | 4 | 4 | 5 | 2.5

**Statement** | $Min$ | $Q1$ | $\bar{x}$ | $Q3$ | $Max$ | $iqr$
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
The system is *easy to use* | 3 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 5 | 0
The use of tablets *distracts* the video meeting | 1 | 1.25 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 2.25

**Figure 3.5:** Questionnaire result on a 5-point Likert scale. For each feature, the table shows the reported minimum score ($Min$), the first quartile ($Q1$), the median ($\bar{x}$), the third quartile ($Q3$), the maximum ($Max$) and the interquartile range ($iqr$).

### 3.2.3 Summary

We designed and implemented SideBar to explore how to support more social engagement in videoconferencing—these details can be found in [P2]. With respect to the concept of collaborative windows, designing, implementing and evaluating SideBar provided us with two main insights that helped inform the concept. *First,* SideBar demonstrates how—from a technical perspective—video and interactive content can be combined by superimposition of the two. *Second,* the evaluation—while limited in size—showed that participants found the interactive video especially useful and during the scenarios we observed how all participants navigated using the video-content user interface without problems. The work on SideBar showed us how to combine video and content which lead us pursue this concept and helped us develop the initial concept of collaborative windows which was the initial basis for the design of the dBoard as explained in the following section.

### 3.3 dBoard

The Scrum board is an important artifact in the Scrum development process. The traditional Scrum board is a large physical wall—such as a whiteboard—divided into columns representing states. Tasks to be implemented are represented on small post-it notes (or similar small objects) and placed in the first column representing the ‘New’ state. As tasks are being implemented they are moved from the ‘New’ through ‘In Progress’ to ‘Done’. The Scrum board thus reflects the current state of implementation and provides awareness about work to developers which is one of the most sought information types of software developers [41]. The board has been subject to research and it has been identified as an important tool in reducing the amount of articulation work during a
standup meetings [57] and as an object around which many other scrum processes revolve [49]. Previous research have problematized the digitization of tasks boards [65, 73] but in order to provide a Scrum board to a distributed Scrum team, either physical boards should be set up and manually synchronized across sites or digital ones be used. Recent research have shown how distributed teams have adopted digital solutions [8, 26] to their needs but there is still a need for solutions that facilitate communication as well as task board for distributed teams [26].

![Figure 3.6: The dBoard is a combined video-communication tool and scrum board.](image)

### 3.3.1 System Description

We designed the dBoard to provide distributed Scrum teams with a task board that supported both task management and communication. Based on our ethnographic workplace study of a distributed Scrum team (Section 3.1) and previous literature on Scrum boards (e.g. [26, 49, 57]), we designed the dBoard with the following requirements. The dBoard should:

- Provide active support during scrum meetings
- Function as an information radiator
- Give awareness about the presence of remote co-workers
- Seamlessly transition between information and awareness radiator and meeting support tool
- Integrate with existing software engineering tools
- Be easily movable and deployable
- Provide mechanisms for ensuring the privacy feeling of the users.
3.3.1.1 Scrum Board

The dBoard is a combined digital Scrum board and video-communication tool. A synchronized digital Scrum board is superimposed on top of an always-on full screen video-stream providing a shared communication and coordination surface for a distributed Scrum team. The Scrum board is laid out with columns representing states and rows representing user stories. Tasks are represented as small post-it notes that are placed in the row-column intersection corresponding with their state and the user story they belong to. The tasks show their title, a snippet of the description and the name of the developer assigned to them. The Scrum board is touch enabled and users can move tasks around using touch or re-assign tasks to each other from a drop-down menu. Performing a tap-and-hold gesture on a task brings up a sidepanel with detailed information about the task’s description, estimate and change-history. The dBoard also has menus to filter out tasks based on user or user story and provides features for sorting the board by automatically placing tasks in their right row-column intersection. Figure 3.6 shows an illustration of the dBoard user interface with the user interface components explained.

3.3.1.2 Window Metaphor

We designed the video-communication features of dBoard to function as a VideoWindow [21]. Using a ‘window’ metaphor in our design, the dBoard provides an always-on full screen video channel between two connected sites. The intention here is that the dBoard should support ad-hoc meetings at the board and awareness of the presence and activities of remote team members not just planned meetings after which video is switched off. The window metaphor is also visible in the user interface where the video takes up the entire screen as if it was a window.

3.3.2 Proxemic Interaction

The dBoard is designed to function both as a passive information radiator, as a tool supporting the daily standup meeting with a Scrum board and as a facilitator for ad-hoc or unplanned meetings at the board and provides features for transitioning between these modes. Using proxemic approach applied to the video [60], the dBoard uses a Microsoft Kinect sensor mounted below the screen to automatically adjust its audio and video based on the proximity of people at the board. The dBoard operates in three different modes depending on the proximity of people in both ends. In the first mode where people are present in both ends, the video is clear and the audio turned on. In the second mode where no people are present on either side, the video is blurred on both
sides and the audio is turned off. In the last third mode where people are present in only one site, the audio is kept off but video is blurred less than in the first mode so that it is clear that people are at the board. Requesting the attention of remote co-workers from the board is as simple as performing a ‘knocking’ gesture on the board which will play a ‘knock-knock’ sound in the other end.

3.3.3 Backend Integration

Lastly, we integrated the information on the dBoard (tasks, user stories, bugs, users) with existing task-tracking systems. This is a two-way integration: changes made on the dBoard (such as updating the state of a task) are updated in the task-tracking software and vice versa. Currently, the dBoard integrates with Microsoft Team Foundation Server\(^1\), but using NooSphere [36] as an in between layer between task-tracking system and the dBoard, it is possible to add other task tracking systems without changing the dBoard software.

To evaluate the dBoard we conducted two studies: a scenario-based user evaluation with Scrum practitioners and a field deployment in a distributed Scrum team as described in the following.

3.3.4 User Study

To evaluate the dBoard and get feedback on the design, we conducted a scenario-based user evaluation [16]. 7 participants from 3 different companies that all use Scrum participated in the evaluation. Participants conducted the evaluation with their colleagues resulting in three evaluation sessions. In each of these sessions, two researchers played out the roles of confederates to create a distributed team consisting of the evaluation participants on one side and the two researchers on the other. Two scenarios were conducted involving common tasks in a Scrum team. The first task involved working distributed on separate tasks and updating the Scrum board when done, then contacting the remote team. The second task was a standup meeting in which participants took turns updating tasks. Again, we refer to the paper for details on the methodology [P3]. After the scenarios, the participants were asked to fill out a Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [18] questionnaire to which we added four questions about the usefulness of specific dBoard features. At the end of each evaluation session, a small open-ended interview was conducted in which the participants were asked about their experiences with the dBoard and had the opportunity to express any comments or feedback that they might have.

\(^1\)https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/vstudio/ff637362.aspx
The results from the questionnaire is shown in Figure 3.7. In general, participants were positive towards the usefulness of the dBoard. This was especially prevalent in the evaluation of the different features which all scored high whereas the TAM-specific scores were more moderate yet still positive. In particular, the video was well received. As one participant expressed “The entire video is really cool—really helpful.”, while another noted that “You are actually interacting with your colleagues that you do not normally see”. The Scrum board as well received positive scores and all participants appreciated the interactive Scrum board. As one participant noted: “One of the things I like of a Scrum board like this is that you have not the digital but the post-its like interactions, and you can walk up there, take a task up here, and put it over here. I know you can do it on your computer—it might be easier—but I just like that feeling, I like to be able to do that”. Indeed, we designed the dBoard with inspiration from physical Scrum board.

In general, the participants expressed that they found the dBoard useful and ease to use. The combined video and Scrum board in particular was well received and participants agreed that this was a promising direction for a collaborative Scrum board. This was also observed during the evaluation scenarios where all participants interacted with the board with ease.

### 3.3.5 Field Deployment

To understand how the dBoard supported daily standup meetings in a real world, we subjected the dBoard to a field deployment [66]. The purpose of the deployment was to understand how the dBoard supported the Scrum processes of a distributed Scrum team. We collaborated with a small Danish software company that in 2013 engaged in a collaboration with a medium-sized German software company. This created a distributed team in which the Danish developers and German developers form one coherent Scrum team responsible for the development of one of the German companies products.
Following the collaboration agreement with the German company, the Danish company had opted to change to using Scrum as their software development framework.

### 3.3.5.1 Pre-deployment study

To first gain an understanding of how team conducted these meetings, we observed the Scrum meeting practices of the team for a period of four and a half months. Meanwhile we configured the dBoard to integrate with their backend systems. During the time of observations, the team conducted 27 standup meetings. Figure 3.10 shows a picture of the setup used for the meetings. The Scrum masters desk was raised to accomodate the standup nature of the meetings and a Team Foundation Server Scrum board plugin was
launched on the computer. When it was time for the meeting, the Scrum master called out the meeting and the team gathered around his desk. They then took turns explaining their tasks. From our observations it became clear that these meetings constituted an important setting for coordination and knowledge sharing between the developers. Taking turns explaining ongoing and future work, the meetings provided a setting within which the team became aware of each others work which often was follow by discussions and other knowledge sharing activities relating to implementation of specific tasks.

![Figure 3.9: With little space around the Scrum board (1) the screen had to be turned to face the person speaking (2) leaving others with no direct view to the board (3).](image)

We also observed several problems which we grouped into three distinct categories. First, we observed how the fact that the German team members were not included in the meeting caused problems. In several occasions the Danish developers had questions about the completion of tasks that they could not get an answer to as the German team members were not included in the meeting. In such situations, they would have to contact the German team by phone after the meeting. Second, we observed how the physical location where the meeting took place did not provide adequate space for all team members to be included in the meetings. Figure 3.9 shows a typical situation from a meeting. The limited space did not provide enough space for all people to see the Scrum board due to the amount of desks in the room so the Scrum master had to turn his screen to whomever was speaking if that person needed to see the tasks on the scrum board. And third, the software and hardware used did not support all the activities of the meeting. The small screen used to present the Scrum board was only visible to the
people standing nearest and in order to see all tasks and user stories, much panning and zoomming in the program had to be done during the meetings.

Figure 3.10: The desk around which the collocated Scrum meetings took place. The Scrum board used is visible on the monitor.

### 3.3.5.2 Deployment

The pre-study showed us that there was a need for a Scrum board that both supported distributed Scrum meetings and provided enough space around it and screen real estate to provide support for the inclusion of all team members during the meeting. Following the pre-study of the Scrum meeting practices, we therefore deployed the dBoard system as it is designed exactly to support such issues. Two dBoards were deployed at the offices of the distributed Scrum team. With the dBoards deployed, we observed six standup meetings between the people in Denmark and Germany.

From these observations it became clear, that the combined videoconferencing and Scrum board provided the team with a tool for effectively carrying out these meetings. The meetings were conducted in a similar way as the collocated ones; each developer took turns in explaining ongoing and upcoming tasks and much knowledge sharing was conducted however, now, the German team were included in the meetings. During the meetings, the video enabled the team to communicate with their distant colleagues and the Scrum board overlay provided them with a shared tool to coordinate their work. The problems that were observed during the pre-study were all adressed by the dBoard system which allowed all team members to carry out their meeting with the support of a Scrum board and in general the users interacted with the board and with each other with ease.
Interestingly, we observed how the teams did not interact much with the tasks on the board. As a requirement of the dBoard was to have it integrated with existing task tracking systems, we had configured the dBoard to integrate with the Microsoft Team Foundation Server system that the companies were using to manage their development. This integration we believe is one of the major advantages of digitizing the Scrum board as it allows task being changed on the board to be correctly updated the in the backend systems which are used to track the status of the work and later reflect on how work was carried out. What we observed however, was that the team interacted very little with the dBoard during standup meetings as it in many cases was in the correct state when the meeting was initiated. During the day, each developer opened and closed tasks they were working on and the board thus was mostly in the correct configuration when the meetings were started.

As described in detail in paper [P4], the field deployment of the dBoard also showed us some unpredicted usage. The user study of the dBoard showed a general high perceived usefulness of all features of the system but when we deployed it, we observed how it was only used as tool for planned standup meetings. The German side of the team decided to place their dBoard in a large meeting room. This decision was taken as the German team was located in a large office environment with other teams and the German team leader did not want to disturb the other teams with a video-channel in the office. The board has been designed to be placed among developers so the decision to place it in the meeting room removed its effects as a passive information radiator and as a window into the Danish office. With the dBoard in the meeting room, it served solely as a tool
supporting the pre-planned standup meetings. Furthermore, we also observed a low meeting frequency during the deployment of the dBoard. While this partly was caused by vacations and upcoming releases of the product which, we also saw how Scrum meeting were only planned if both teams could participate. This was an interesting observation as it demonstrates how the organizational arrangements—in this case the specific implementation of Scrum—also has an impact on a tool like dBoard.

3.3.6 Summary

The dBoard is a combined video-communication and Scrum board tool designed for distributed Scrum teams. We conducted two evaluations of the dBoard: a user study and a field evaluation. Both evaluations showed that the combination of video and Scrum board was highly appreciated and supported the daily Scrum meetings of a distributed Scrum team. The user study also showed that the features of dBoard were positively appreciated and that users considered the dBoard easy to use. On the other hand, the field deployment also revealed problems related to the dBoard. In particular we observed how—despite a design process where the companies were highly involved—the usage of the dBoard was limited to a few pre-planned meetings due to the placement of the dBoard. With the placement of the dBoard in the meeting room in the German office building, it lost its effects of serving as a passive information radiator and an ad-hoc meeting tool. Arguably, we would have seen other outcomes had the teams decided to place the dBoards in other location however, the field deployment demonstrates the physical and organizational effects on the adoption of a technology like the dBoard.

3.4 In Conclusion

This thesis asks the question of how we might design technologies supporting closely coupled distributed work such as that of distributed agile software development. Following a triangulation approach, this chapter provided technical and empirical perspectives on the question. In total, three overall studies were conducted: an ethnographic workplace study of globally distributed Scrum and the design, implementation and evaluation of two video-based collaboration tools. The ethnographic work-place encompassed two weeks of observations and interviews of a distributed Scrum team working from Denmark and India. The results from the study showed that despite the successful collaboration between the distributed actors, several challenges related to the technical setup of the collaborative technologies arose. In specific, the lack of integration between video and task-tracking systems and the lack of stable easy to setup meeting technologies caused delays in the daily collaboration.
The design of the two video-based collaboration tools SideBar and dBoard showed how the integration of video and content can be achieved through superimposition of the two. These combined user interfaces provided support for social engagement and distributed Scrum meetings in SideBar and dBoard respectively. The evaluations of the two showed a high degree of acceptance and ease of use of this way of designing video-based communication systems. The user study of the dBoard also showed how an always on video-connection and the use of proxemic interaction in video-communication to mediate between different modes of operation were perceived well by users. Finally, the field deployment of the dBoard showed how in a real world setting, a combined video-communication and Scrum board tool provided support for Scrum meetings but also showed how the implementation of Scrum and the physical location of the dBoard affected its usage.
Chapter 4

Collaborative Windows

Based on the workplace study of distributed Scrum and the work of designing, implementing and evaluating SideBar and dBoard, this dissertation argues, that future system designers might benefit from adopting the concept of collaborative windows as a user interface concept describing a particular type of systems well suited for supporting distributed collaboration. This chapter unfolds this concept and presents a design space analysis that can be used to design such collaborative windows.

4.1 Definition

A collaborative window is a user interface concept that describes a particular type of video-mediated communication tool. Collaborative windows are characterized by three properties that—combined—distinguish them from other video-based collaborative systems. First, collaborative windows apply a ‘window’ metaphor to their video-communication [21]. This entails that such systems are designed to work not only as tools for planned meetings but as windows into distant locations from which awareness information can be gathered and ad-hoc meetings started. Second, collaborative windows overlay content on top of their video to provide a tight integration between the video-communication feature and task specific tools. This content is interactive and collaborative in the sense that it is designed for interaction and for supporting collaboration. Third, collaborative are context aware as they adapt their behaviour based on their surroundings. In the following, these properties are explained in detail. Figure 4.1 shows the dBoard visualized as a collaborative window—a virtual window in the wall combined with a distributed virtual Scrum board provides a view into a distant location and allows for distributed Scrum meetings.
4.1.1 Window Metaphor

Collaborative windows employ a ‘window’ metaphor to their video streams. As in VideoWindows [21], collaborative windows are designed as a way of seeing through a window and into a distant office. This is opposed to traditional video conferencing systems that usually are designed to be started for planned meetings and stopped afterwards while being located in dedicated meeting rooms. With a window metaphor, collaborative windows support not only planned distributed meetings but allow users to have ad-hoc meetings when passing by the window or simply gather awareness about the presence of remote co-workers [6, 19].

The window property of collaborative windows should be implemented on a hardware and on a software level. On a hardware level this entails that a collaborative window should be implemented on a large wall-mounted screen—possibly embedded into the
to mimic a window into another place and that the camera-parallax problem is solved to allow correct transmission of gaze and gestures. On a software level, designing for the window metaphor entails that the video should be full-screen and always on. The idea is create the technological setup that—as much as possible—mimics a ‘real’ window and the feeling of looking into a distant location.

### 4.1.2 Content Overlay

Collaborative windows integrate video and content by superimposing content of top of video. The purpose of this is to provide a shared collaborative surface between distributed sites and to avoid having different tools for handling video-communication and other tasks. Content overlay seeks to solve the problems that videoconferencing technologies are detached from the other tools needed in videoconferencing. The hypothesis behind this property is, that it is possible combine video and task-specific tools by superimposing interactive content on top of the video task rather than keeping content and the video in separate applications.

One important aspect of the content overlay in collaborative windows is, that the content is interactive. This property affords collaboration on the window and distinguishes this property from previous work on content on video which doesn’t enforce such interactivity [43, 51]. The dBoard for example, overlays an interactive synchronized Scrum board on top of the video that allows people to work on a shared Scrum board. The content—user stories and tasks—is interactive in the sense that users can move tasks on the board using touch and the content is synchronized across two boards such that movement on one board is reflect in real time on the other. As a result, the dBoard supports collaborative work on a Scrum board which is integrated with the video used for communication.

### 4.1.3 Context Awareness

With an alway-on window providing a view into another location, collaborative windows applications should implement context awareness to adapt to the environment in which they are embedded. Context awareness is the property of systems that can change their behaviour through sensing of their surrounding [62]. Context awareness was proposed in the wake of the ubiquitous computing paradigm. Ubiquitous computing as coined by Weiser was the vision describing a future where computers moved into the world and became invisible [72]. In such a world, context awareness is important as computers should be able to change their behaviour to accomodate the many different contexts in which they could be used when moved from the desktop and out into the ‘real’ world.
Collaborative windows are an example of a ubiquitous computing technology. Serving as an interactive window built into the environment, collaborative windows weave into the environment much like Weiser’s vision \cite{72}. Because of this factor, collaborative windows implement context awareness to make them aware of their surroundings and usage situations.

The dBoard implements context awareness to mediate its role of meeting supporting tool and passive information radiator. Using a proxemics approach \cite{27} applied to the video stream \cite{60} the dBoard turns on and off audio and blurs its video based on the proximity of people. If no people are in front of two connected dBoards, audio is turned off and video is blurred to ensure privacy and enhance the visibility of the Scrum board overlay serving as a passive information radiator. If people approach the dBoards, the video is de-blurred and the audio turned on to allow for communication. In SideBar, context awareness is implemented by being aware of who is in a meeting through means of face tracking.

4.2 Design Space

Based on the work of designing, implementing and evaluating the technologies presented in Chapter 3 and formulating the concept of collaborative windows, this dissertation presents a design space analysis for the design of systems building on top of the concept of collaborative windows. The design space dimensions arose from the choices that were made during the design and implementation of SideBar and dBoard and from the user studies and field deployment. The design space can be used to guide the design of future collaborative window systems or to reason about existing. The design space consist of six dimensions each associated with continuous or discrete values. As seen in Figure 4.2, these dimensions are Content Synchronization, Information Density, Interaction Awareness, Video-Content Connectivity, Privacy and Video-Content Inversion which are explained in detail below:

4.2.1 Content Synchronization

Content Synchronization refers to the degree to which the content overlay of collaborative windows are synchronized between connected windows. The dimension can take on a continuous value ranging from non synchronized to fully synchronized. On non synchronized collaborative windows, the content overlay on connected collaborative windows are not synchronized and collaborating actors work on each their interface. On
fully synchronized collaborative windows, the content is synchronized in real time between connected windows. As a continuous dimension, degrees of synchronization can be achieved.

The dBoard is an example of highly synchronized collaborative window. All tasks, user stories and bugs are synchronized between two dBoards and movement of tasks are updated in real time. Only the placement of the filtering menus are not synchronized. This synchronization provides users of the dBoard with feeling of working on a shared distributed Scrum board.

### 4.2.2 Information Density

Information density refers to how much content is presented on top of the video. It is a continuous dimension with values that range from minimal—in which little information is presented—to fully covered where the entire video is covered with content. This dimension is important to consider in the design of collaborative windows as the amount of information placed on top of the video affects how much of the video is visible. In the case of minimal content, usually, it isn’t necessary to consider how the video is affected, but as the amount of information grows, such considerations become more important. If most or all of the screen is covered with content, it may become necessary to opacify the content or employ other strategies for making sure that communication can happen undisturbed.

SideBar and dBoard both implement a low degree of information density. As seen in Figure 4.3 the high resolution screen of the dBoard leaves space for many tasks to be
placed while still keeping the majority of the video visible. During the user evaluation of the dBoard however, several participants mentioned that they were concerned about how the video would perform if the board was fully covered with user stories and tasks. Indeed, in such cases, measures should be taken to ensure that the video remains visible to the meeting participants.

4.2.3 Interaction Awareness

Interaction awareness refers to awareness of interaction with content on the window. This dimension becomes important to consider if the collaborative window implements a high degree of content synchronization and if camera parallax distorts gestures towards the content. In such systems, awareness of what is happening on another connected collaborative window becomes important, and interaction awareness should be considered. Interaction awareness can be implemented through touch pointers or visualizations of arms and hands [23].

The content overlay of dBoard is highly synchronized and the parallax between camera and screen does not allow the video to capture arms or hands of people interacting with the board. Therefore, the dBoard implements interaction awareness by highlighting tasks in red when they are moved and by showing touch pointers on the screen as shown in Figure 4.4.
4.2.4 Video-Content Connectivity

The Video-Content Connectivity dimension refers to the extent to which the video and the overlaid content are connected. This dimension can undertake four discrete values; None, Video, Content, Both. In the None situation, video and content are disconnected and the behaviour of one does not affect the other. In the Video situation, the video is connected to the content overlay but not vice-versa. In this situation, changes to the content can affect the video. The Content situation refers to the situation the other way around. In this situation, changes in the video changes the content overlay. In the last situation, there is a two-way connection between video and content and changes in either affects the other.

While dBoard does not implement video-content connectivity—the video and the Scrum board do not affect each other—SideBar uses a ‘Content’ approach. Using face tracking, the SideBar tablet application overlays interactive rectangles on top of the video. As people in the video-feed move, the rectangles move and as such there is a connection between the content and the video. The video however, does not change with changes to the content.

4.2.5 Privacy

The Privacy dimension describes how the collaborative window deals with privacy issues that arise from having an always-on video connection in the shared workspace. While the application seeks to mimic collocation by using a window metaphor which implies that a remote site is always visible it still might feel intrusive to the users and therefore this dimension should be considered in the design of a collaborative window. The privacy dimension applies to the video-feed between remote sites and is not to be confused with privacy of data.
We have identified three discrete values for this dimension; None, Obscurification and Off. The None value refers to systems that do not take into account the privacy of users. In this mode, the video communication channel is always-on and no privacy measures are taken. The Obscurification value refers to privacy by obscurity [64]. In this mode, the privacy of users is protected by means of obscuring the video at various times. This can be achieved by blurring the video which has been shown as effective means of balancing awareness and privacy in video [10]. In the off mode, privacy is achieved by completely turning off the video at certain times.

We implemented privacy by obscurity in dBoard. Taking a proximity approach by using a Kinect sensor, the dBoard senses the presence of people and blurs or de-blurs the video accordingly. Furthermore, we also implemented a ‘privacy’ button that when switched on turns the privacy dimension of dBoard to ‘Off’.

4.2.6 User Interface Inversion

When designing collaborative windows it is also important to take into account the horizontal alignment of video and content overlay. As content is overlaid the video, users might want to gesture towards the user interface which isn’t possible unless content or video is flipped. The user interface inversion dimension refers to whether the video or the content of a collaborative window are inverted or ‘flipped’ to allow gestures towards the user interface to be conveyed correctly. This dimensions can take on three discrete values; None, Content or Video.

In the None situation, neither video nor content is flipped and gestures such as pointing towards the screen come across mirrored. In the Content situation, the content is flipped

---

1 Sellinger and Hartzog use the concept of obscurification when speaking about privacy of big data from e.g. social media sites and search engines. Here, we use the concept in relation with video as the concept describes the act of transforming data that could be used to identify people.
in one end. In this situation it is possible to keep the alignment of text and images using a relaxed WYSIWIS approach in which selected areas of the user interface are flipped [45]. The relaxed WYSIWIS approach can be used to flip for example images and text leaving their position on the window unchanged. In this way the spatial orientation of the image or text element is correct (i.e. on the left-most side on one window and on the right-most side of the other) but the text or images are equally readable from both perspectives. The last situation is Video in which the video is flipped. This situation might allow for pointing towards the screen correctly but in turn renders the perspective on the video mirrored.

In essence, whichever method is chosen has consequences for such systems. Flipping content to implement strict or relaxed WYSIWIS interfaces is only possible if the content can be mirrored on one side. The Scrum board for example has meaning in its horizontal orientation—tasks move from left to right as they progress from ‘New’ to ‘Done’. Other applications however might flip the content without problems. On the other hand, the video could be flipped to facilitate pointing towards user interface elements on the screen. This method however is not without consequences either as, the window the does not provide the ‘correct’ view into the distant location.

The dBoard does not invert video or content and thus falls into the category none. While this did not seem to have an impact on the usefulness of the system, it was mentioned in one of the evaluation scenarios.

### 4.3 SideBar and dBoard

Using this design space, we can reason about SideBar and dBoard as collaborative windows. While these system weren’t designed using the collaborative window metaphor—rather the concept was formulated based on the systems—both systems implement some of the requirements and design dimensions of a collaborative window. These figures help to illustrate how systems might be depicted in the collaborative windows design space.

Figure 4.6 shows SideBar positioned in the collaborative windows design space. SideBar does not implement content synchronization, has a low information density, does not use interaction awareness, implements the content value of video-content connectivity, does not implement a privacy feature and has no inversion of video or content.

Figure 4.7 shows dBoard as positioned in the collaborative windows design space. The dBoard implements a high degree of content synchronization, low information density,
interaction awareness through touch pointers and task highlights, no video-content connectivity, obscurity and off modes to preserve privacy (a user can select the option) and no inversion of video or content.

4.4 Summary

This chapter presented the notion of collaborative windows as a user interface concept that describes a particular type of collaborative systems designed to support closely coupled distributed collaboration. A collaborative window is a video-based communication tool that implements three main properties. First, a collaborative window is built around a window metaphor which entails that the video is always on and that the window—in software as well as hardware—seeks to give users a sense of looking through and collaborating on a window and into a distant location. Second, a collaborative window presents interactive content on the video using a content-on-video approach in
which the content is superimposed onto the video. And third, collaborative windows are context aware so they can adapt their behaviour to the context in which they are situated and used. Furthermore, this chapter presented a design space consisting of six dimensions that should be considered when designing a collaborative window. These dimensions are: Content Synchronization, Information Density, Interaction Awareness, Video-Content Connectivity, Privacy and User Interface Inversion.
Chapter 5

Discussion

The previous chapter introduced the notion of collaborative windows as a user interface concept describing a particular type of collaborative systems. The concept was derived from an ethnographic field study of distributed Scrum that revealed problems related to the technological setup and the design, implementation and evaluation of two video-based communication systems: SideBar and dBoard. Combining the findings from these different studies lead us to suggest the concept as a novel user interface concept particularly well suited for technologies supporting closely coupled distributed work. This chapter discusses the concept of collaborative windows in terms of the limitations of the studies presented and the generalizability of the concept to other domains.

5.1 Window Metaphor

The window metaphor of a collaborative window seeks to address the problems of lack of awareness and casual encounters. This property however also enforces contraints on the technology that sets limits on what such a system can achieve. A consequence of the window metaphor property is that connecting more than two sites becomes problematic. Indeed, it is perfectly possible from a technology point of view to design systems that can connect several sites. Such an idea could be realized by dedicating different parts of the user interface to different video-streams from all the connected sites. Doing so however, is a violation of the window metaphor property that—if followed strictly—dictates that the window should be designed to look like a physical window which does not allow multiple video-streams on the window. Connecting several sites could then be realized by setting up different collaborative windows—one for each site—side-by-side. Such a setup though also requires more space.
The systems presented in this dissertation also suffer the problem of camera parallax. As much previous research has focused on solving these issues (e.g. [68, 71, 74]) we did not implement features to account for gaze and gestures however, if we compare a collaborative window to a physical window, eye-contact, gaze and gestures should be transmitted correctly creating the illusion of standing on each side of a window. Instead, in this dissection we focused on bringing together video and interactive content on window-like and context-aware collaborative applications. Future explorations into the domain of collaborative windows would benefit from taking into account gaze, eye-contact and gestures. A combination of e.g. and dBoard and ConnectBoard [68] would constitute an interesting system that could elaborate on the findings presented in this dissertation and move forward the research on collaborative windows.

### 5.2 Limitations

The concept of collaborative windows as proposed in Chapter 4 was coined based on empirical and technological research on tool support for distributed Scrum. Through an ethnographic workplace study of distributed Scrum we were able to point out how the lack of a stable meeting supporting technology and the problems of setting up multiple tools caused problems leading to delays in Scrum meetings. Through the design, implementation and evaluation of the two tools SideBar and dBoard we showed how such problems could be solved. The results from these studies combined lead us to suggest the notion of collaborative windows as a user interface concept that, we argue, is especially useful in designing technologies for closely coupled distributed work. The tools presented in Chapter 3 however, were not built on the concept of collaborative windows and the evaluations conducted thus do not evaluate the concept as a whole. We acknowledge that despite all the empirical material gathered and presented in this dissertation more research on collaborative windows should be conducted in order to evaluate systems that implement all the properties of such systems. Along these lines, it is also important to point out that a limited number of participants were included in all the studies. Nonetheless, this dissertation presented empirical and technical results that point towards the usefulness of the concept of collaborative windows.

### 5.3 Other Domains

The work presented here has been carried out within the domain of globally distributed Scrum, and the results presented should be read and understood within this domain. We do however believe, that it is possible to take the concept of collaborative windows
into other domains. While SideBar was designed and evaluated in a software development setting, the specific purpose of the system—supporting social engagement in videoconferencing—is not tied to the domain per se. dBoard is more closely related to software development as one of the main features is the Scrum board—an important artifact in the Scrum development process. Task boards however, are also found in domains outside software development. Kanban boards for example, are widely used in other domains such as engineering and while such boards are not identical to Scrum boards, the overall intentions are the same: tasks to be completed are placed on the board and transition through various stages resulting in a clear visual depiction of the progress of work. As such, the technologies presented here could be appropriated to other domains with much modification.

A particular feature for the concept of collaborative windows is that the concept has been designed based on the assumption of closely coupled work. Indeed, previous research have suggested strategies of reducing collaboration [13] to handle the complexities of distributed work and strategies such as segregation [24] and avoidance [33] have described as coordination mechanisms in collaborative work. When bringing the concept of collaborative windows into other domains it is important to consider the kind of work and how the collaboration is handled. As we saw in the field deployment of the dBoard, the adoption of the technology was highly dependant on the strategies that were used for handling the collaboration. While the team used Scrum, they did not have daily meetings. As a consequence, the dBoard was used less frequently than intended. Collaborative windows have been designed for closely coupled work and how such systems perform if other strategies are used remains unclear.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

This chapter provides a conclusion to Part I of this dissertation. Chapter 2 described the context and background of the dissertation by explaining the usage of video-communication in distributed Scrum and what challenges still remain. Chapter 3 presented the research methods and the three studies that were conducted in exploring how to provide technology support for distributed Scrum with a focus on how they helped give an answer to the research question. In particular, the chapter presented the ethnographic workplace study that provided an empirical perspective on the technological problems of distributed Scrum and the two collaboration tools SideBar and dBoard that were used to explore the technological perspectives. Chapter 4 introduced the notion of collaborative windows as a way of designing systems for distributed work and and provided a design space analysis of such systems and finally, Chapter 5 discussed the concept, its limitation and its possible applicability into other domains.

6.1 Answer to Research Questions

This dissertation asked the question *How do we design technologies that support closely coupled collaborative work such as that of global Scrum?*. To provide an answer, three main studies were undertaken. Through a workplace study of distributed Scrum between Denmark and India, we found that while Scrum was used effectively to keep collaboration close and handle the dependencies in global work, issues were encountered related to the technical setup used to handle the collaboration. In particular, the lack of a stable meeting tool and the disconnection between video-conferencing equipment and task tracking system caused delays and problems in the meetings.
From a technology perspective two video-based collaboration tools were designed. SideBar was a first exploration into the domain of collaborative video and was a video-communication system designed to support social engagement in videomeetings. Afterwards, we designed and implemented the dBoard—a combined video-communication and Scrum board which utilized a content-on-video approach to superimpose a synchronized, digital Scrum board top of a full screen, always-on video. These tools were evaluated in user studies and the dBoard subjected to a field deployment which showed that users found the tools both useful and easy to use.

Based on the results from these studies, this dissertation provided an answer to the aforementioned research question by proposing the notion of collaborative windows—a user interface concept that can be used to design collaboration tools especially targeted closely coupled distributed work. A collaborative window is a user interface concept describing a particular type of video-mediated system that implements three overall properties; the video-communication features are designed using a window metaphor, interactive content is superimposed onto the video and context awareness is used to adapt behaviour based on the environment. The dissertation also presented a design space consisting of six dimensions that can be used to design future collaborative window systems.

### 6.2 Future Work

The research presented in this dissertation demonstrates early work on the concept of collaborative windows and we identify several areas in which more research should be conducted. First and foremost, a collaborative window that strictly implements the features of a window metaphor, content-on-video and context-awareness should be implemented. Such a system would require much engineering effort however, could provide valuable contributions to research on teleconferencing and collaborative systems. Second, a long term field deployment of a collaborative window should be conducted to assess the long term effects of a window embedded in the workplace. Furthermore, the notion of collaborative windows should be taken into other domains in which closely coupled distributed work is carried out.

Another interesting line of research would be to explore the potential of the Video-Content Connectivity dimension. In particular, a connection between video and content as a way of interacting with a collaborative window could be realized through adapting the user interface based on the video. SideBar demonstrated an example of how video and content can be connected and it would be interesting to take these findings and implement them in a collaborative windows system.
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ABSTRACT
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1. INTRODUCTION

Work in software development projects is increasingly being carried out by distributed teams. Distributed or global collaboration allows companies to take advantage of a global workforce, execute work at different hours of the day, and keep work close to different target markets. However, this way of working also introduces a number of problems related to the distances of time, space, and culture by increasing the “reach” [16]. With collaboration spanning multiple countries and time zones, one key challenge concerns the difficulties in handling dependencies as they emerge and become pertinent in the collaboration across geographical sites.

Collaboration by its very definition is based upon the notion of dependency in work between multiple people. People collaborate when “they are mutually dependent in their work and therefore are required to cooperate in order to get the work done” [28]. Collaborative actors are interdependent in their work, which requires them to articulate their distributed yet individual activities. Articulation work is the extra work required to handle the dependencies that arise in collaborative work [32], and has in prior research been identified as an important aspect of global software development [4]. However, this extra work tends to be neglected [25]. Strategies such as coordination or knowledge practices have been suggested to solve such issues [3, 29]; however, our interest in this paper is to examine how the articulation work involved in handling dependencies is related to practices of routine and standardization.

Initially we wanted to reveal the basic set of dependencies as they unfold in geographical distributed practices; however, examining our empirical observations it was clear that certain dependencies such as location, people, collaborative activities, and artifacts created particular conditions for how the work and collaboration could unfold in practice. More interestingly, however, it became clear that the key mechanisms software developers enacted when handling the challenges that emerge due to the dependencies in practice concerned standardization and routine. Therefore, the research question investigated in this paper concerns how the mechanisms of routine and standardization were enacted in practice by software developers when overcoming the dependencies that constituted global software development practices.

In this paper we zoom in and explore ethnographically which dependencies are constitutive of the globally distributed work practices within software development. In addition, we investigate how dispersed software developers handle and deal with dependencies in their work and, in particular, the role of standardization and routine. As an empirical case we chose to study global Scrum practices as they emerge between two geographical sites in Denmark and India. What makes this an excellent case to study dependencies is that the project was divided equally between developers at both sites and entailed many diverse types of dependencies, which the participants had to deal with on a daily basis. We had
the unique opportunity to follow the work practices between
the two sites in detail over a period of 14 days, where one
of us observed the work from the site in Denmark while the
other observed the work from the Indian location, allowing
us access to a global view of the collaborative setup [27]. By
exploring these work practices we are able to create a rich
understanding of the work as it emerged from the data, while
zooming in on the strategies for how the geographical distri-
buted partners succeeded in reducing the effort involved in
articulation work through strategies of standardization and
routine practices.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (i) an
empirical account of the dependencies that are part of the
collaborative work in a global software development team,
(ii) a discussion of the interlinked properties of dependen-
cies, and (iii) an explanation of how the practices of stan-
dardization and routine are developed and used to manage
these dependencies. Interestingly, we found that standardiz-
ing the technology needed for the work seemed much harder
than standardizing the processes of work.

The paper is structured as follows. First, we present re-
lated work on global software development, dependencies,
and standardization and routine. Then we present our em-
pirical case, data material, and analysis method. This is
followed by a results section presenting our empirical data
structured into subsections, each focusing on particular de-
pendencies that constitute the global software development
practices. Then we discuss the empirical findings by enfold-
ing previous literature on standardization and routine.

2. DEPENDENCIES IN GLOBAL SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT

The term dependencies refers to coupling among entities
or relations, where change in one area might produce certain
changes (sometimes unanticipated) in other areas. When a
dependency arises in collaborative work, a certain reliance
is created, where individual work becomes interlinked with
the work of others, and therefore articulation work is re-
quired [32]. Thus, collaborative work by its very definition
is based on the notion of dependencies, and articulation work
is the work involved in handling these dependencies. Previ-
ous research on dependencies in distributed software collab-
adation projects tends to focus on the software dependencies
that affect programming activities [e.g. 7, 11, 19] or docu-
ments [8]. Software dependencies occur when one part of
a program depends on another, and since most larger IT
systems are created by multiple people working together,
software dependencies are of crucial importance to under-
standing the often tight coupling between people.

Although software and document dependencies are impor-
tant, our interest is to zoom out from the concrete software
code and documents, and instead focus on the organiza-
tional practices of coordination, which are critical to han-
dling the articulation work in global software development.
Dependency in work is part of the definition of collabora-
tion, and much research has thus been conducted in terms
of figuring out how practitioners involved in collaboration
accommodate the challenges of articulation work [5, 25], for
example, in terms coordination [16, 18], knowledge manage-
ment [3, 22], commitment and transparency [31], or aware-
ness [10]. In this paper, we are particularly interested in
coordination as a strategy to handle articulation work. Mal-
alone and Crowston define the very process of coordination
as “the act of managing the interdependencies between activ-
ities” [24, p. 90] and suggest that we may further investigate
the processes of managing dependencies by “characterizing
different kinds of dependencies and identifying the coordi-
nation processes that can be used to manage them” [24, p.
91]. In order for us to unravel the coordination activities in
global software work, we will need to look at the dependen-
cies as they manifest themselves in everyday work and what
strategies are used for managing these.

Coordination is a strategy to handle articulation work [e.g.
16, 21, 28] and in earlier studies it has been investigated in
different ways: as coordination mechanisms where a protocol
for work is embedded within an artifact [29], as coordina-
tion by avoidance [21], or as the difference between segre-
gation and standardization [16]. Segregation or avoidance
are both strategies where the aim is to keep work separated
and reduce connections within the work, thus reducing the
complexity of coordination. As a strategy this has been
applied in global software development, where practices of
decomposing and recomposing have been identified [18], or
in terms of minimizing interaction across sites [20]. In con-
trast, the strategy of standardization is quite different; in-
stead of trying to divide the work into smaller pieces, thus
reducing the relations, standardization seeks to keep the re-
lations within the work but instead create the same (or at
least similar) conditions for the collaboration across people.

In global software development one of the challenges is to
create standardization of practices across multiple hetero-
geneous sites, since the basic conditions for collaboration
are dependent on the geographical site where the people are
physically located. The world is not flat [35].

Standardization has often been conceptualized as top-down
imposed processes where practitioners are forced or disci-
plined into working in certain ways guided by the catego-
rization schemes embedded within the technology [1, 33].
However, recent studies on standardizations in practice have
shown that standardizations are not stabilized and predeter-
dined entities but instead malleable and negotiated [6], and
thus standardization from a practice perspective [15] com-
prises incomplete and co-constructed practices, where people
enact and make the standards work for them in practice [13].

While standardization is a difficult strategy to employ in
global work, one of the interesting aspects we found in our
data was that this was the preferred strategy of the prac-
tioners, and thus we wanted to investigate why that is
and how they manage to deploy the standardization strat-
 egy as a general approach to reduce the complexity of arti-
culation work. So our interest is to see how standardization
is achieved as a collective and emergent accomplishment [26]
where the various dependencies, which affect the collabora-
tive engagement, are coming into place.

3. METHOD

To investigate the enactment of routine and standardiza-
tion in global software development practice, we examined
the empirical observations from our workplace study [23],
looking at the collaborative practices that arose in a global
software development team distributed across Denmark and
India. What makes this approach particularly applicable
for such a study is that we were able to experience the prac-
tices as they unfolded rather than forcing a particular the-
oretical conceptualization on our data. For two weeks we
observed the work practices simultaneously from two geographi- cal locations, one observer in Denmark and one in India, collecting data material about their work practices. We also interviewed 12 employees in total.

After the empirical observation, all notes were aligned and the interviews were transcribed. Since the study was designed with one researcher being in India while another was in Denmark, the first part of the analysis was zooming in on the observed practices from each location. To analyze the data, each researcher first went through their own notes, conducted within-case analysis [12], and annotated the dependencies that began to emerge from the data material. We used a grounded-theory-inspired approach [17] where candidates for dependencies emerged from the data rather than applying predefined theoretical categories from the literature. Following the within-case analysis we began to compare the data across the cases by conducting cross-case analysis [12]. This work was done through a shared document within which we identified important actors, activities, and technologies and the relations and associations between them. This approach allowed us to take a broad perspective on the data material, from which we believe we were able to identify many of the dependencies that existed in the work during the observation period.

During our data analysis, we created a dependency graph in which we tried to visualize the connections between observed dependencies. However, we quickly saw, as this graph grew in size, that the dependencies we had observed were all somehow linked in a much larger structure encompassing the whole observation period. Figure 1 shows a small excerpt of our dependency graph.

![Dependency Graph](attachment:dependency_graph.png)

**Figure 1: An excerpt of the dependency graph generated from our data material.**

Despite our efforts to learn about individual or small clusters of dependencies through a dependency graph visualization, we saw how a myriad of dependencies were linked in much larger structures, and while we could pick and examine one, its meaning and effects were tightly linked to other such dependencies.

While the initial focus concerned the dependencies, as the analysis proceeded and empirical write-ups and thick descriptions were made, it became clear that the important finding of the data was not simply in the descriptions of the dependencies. Instead it became clear that the main interesting findings, which emerged in different ways and places from the data, concerned how mechanisms of standardization and routine were enacted. Therefore, in an iterative process of redefining focus and stabilizing the empirical narrative, two main contributions appeared: 1) an empirical account of the dependencies that constitute the global software development practices, 2) the role and practices by which standardization and routine are enacted to handle the complexities of the global work.

### 3.1 The Case

The organizational setup was an outsourcing setup between a Danish software vendor (DKSoft) working out of Denmark and L&T Infotech, a large Indian outsourcer working out of India. While two people from L&T Infotech had been temporarily relocated to work in Denmark, most of the collaboration was mediated through technology. The IT system being developed was a financial software system for the Scandinavian market, and it had been worked on for just over a year when we visited. The global work was organized by following the Scrum methodology from the beginning of the project [30]. The decision to apply the Scrum methodology was chosen by the Danish company, as the project was large and targeted the whole Scandinavian market. Given this complexity, the Danish project management estimated that it would be impossible to define requirements up front and opted for an iterative development approach. Additionally, they had prior positive experiences following the Scrum methodology on other projects. The Indian outsourcing company had trained their staff in the execution of Scrum precisely to be able to work with Scandinavian vendors.

The Scrum team we followed was distributed across both Denmark and India. In Denmark, the Scrum master, product owner, and test lead were sitting along two Indian developers that had been temporarily relocated to Denmark. In India, the team consisted of two front-end developers, two back-end developers, and one tester. All but one of the Indian Scrum team members had previously been to Denmark to work for about half a year at the Danish site. The team followed the Scrum process with daily meetings, estimations meetings, sprint planning, demonstration meetings, and sprint retrospective. All meetings with the exception of the demonstration meeting were conducted using videoconferencing with participants from both locations.

The empirical data were collected in the period between Aug 12 2013 and Aug 23 2013, where one researcher visited L&T Infotech in Mumbai, while another researcher visited DKSoft in Ballerup. In total, 36 hours were spent on observations, where 15 were in DKSoft and 21 in L&T Infotech. Observations included meetings, individuals working, the environment in general, as well as the workspace arrangements, etc. Twelve interviews were conducted with team members in both Denmark and India. Each interview on average lasted about 30 minutes and was later transcribed. In total, we interviewed five team members in India (four developers and one tester) and seven team members in Denmark (the project manager, product owner, test manager, Scrum master, a colleague in charge of the infrastructure, and two temporarily onshore Indian developers).

All the data material was collected and shared across the authors and discussed both during data collection (using Skype) as well as after through the iterative writing process, creating diverse, thick descriptions and cut-down narratives based on the data material.
4. DEPENDENCIES IN A GLOBAL SPRINT

While presenting our empirical data, we will be focusing on the diverse sets of dependencies that we observed during the two-week period of close collaboration between the two sites. We ended up structuring our main findings within four different perspectives, which became evident as our data analysis progressed: the locations, the people, the collaborative activities, and the artifacts. What makes each of these perspectives interesting for our analysis is that they each form a dependency set that is constitutive for the global software development practice. We label these perspectives as “dependencies” as they each, in different ways, interlink the practices while providing certain conditions for how the collaboration could unfold. Dependency concerns a coupling or relation between multiple entities, where change in one entity produces ripple effects in other entities. Coupling and reliance do not appear only in between people; certain other entities, such as the location where one works, create particular conditions for the collaboration, and as such a dependency in the work. It does matter whether the developer who is normally located in Mumbai is temporarily moved to work in Denmark. It creates certain conditions for how the work can be executed in practice. Following this perspective, we identified four different types of dependencies that shaped the work in the empirical case. Furthermore, we experienced instances where exceptions occurred, and finally, we observed how dependencies existed as intertwined entities. Below we zoom in on each of these. For each subsection, we bring the empirical account across the geographical sites we investigated.

4.1 Locations Dependencies

When we first visited the L&T Infotech offices we encountered a large, modern office building, which provided a quite different experience than the outside traffic, noise, and smells of the Mumbai city and its large highways running nearby. The building that housed the L&T Infotech offices was located within a large IT park with several other large, brand-new buildings. In the seven-story building, L&T Infotech occupied two floors. Several departments, some open and some closed off by frosted glass walls, were located side-by-side. They were only accessible after passing through a front gate guarded by three security guards. In all the departments, signs hanging from the ceiling indicated which client they were working for.

The department we were visiting was located at the centre of the floor, closed off by two access-card-operated doors. The security was quite high since DKSoft, the company they work with, develops financial software. The department hosted around 35 people, all working on projects for DKSoft. The people were divided into approximately six teams, supervised by two project managers and one delivery manager.

The team we observed consisted of five software developers. Due to the time difference between Denmark and India (3.5 hours), the team usually met in between 10:30 and 11:00 AM to have more overlapping working hours with the Danish team. The department had been decorated to match the Danish company’s visual identity; paper flags with the name of the company were scattered throughout the workspace, and the values and mission statement of the Danish company had been printed on large posters that were placed at the entrance to the department. These statements, however, had been modified from the original company’s values and missions to fit with the Indian company. On the wall, a Danish and an Indian clock hung next to each other, but both had stopped working.

Around the same time in Denmark, we also entered the DKSoft office building, located in a suburb outside of Copenhagen together with several other IT companies. In front of the parking space of the office were three flagpoles with flags displaying DKSoft’s logo. The office sign showed the same logo of DKSoft as well as two smaller logos of subsidiary companies. The three-story office building seemingly hosted many employees – not unexpected for one of the biggest IT solution providers in the banking sector. On the way to the office landscape where the team we observed worked, turnstiles prevented non-employees from passing. In order to enter, each day a temporary pass was handed to the observer at DKSoft. Additionally, any visitor had to be accompanied by one of the local employees while going through the turnstiles. This could not be one of the temporary onshore Indian developers.

The seven members of the project team located in Denmark were seated at two neighbouring islands of desks with a walkway in between, separated only by low dividers. Within the same open office space, about six more of these “desk islands” were located. Two temporarily relocated Indian developers were sitting on one side, while the Danish developers sat together with the product owner and project manager at the other island. The product owner later explained that this setup grew organically as the Indian developers were usually there for shorter periods of time. In contrast to the offices at L&T Infotech, there was no decoration revealing that part of the development team was working at L&T Infotech, except for an Indian gift from one of the Indian developers who temporarily worked onshore. Some stickers on a small cabinet revealed which project the team was working on.

We view the locations and the structure of the locations as forms of dependencies, since each geographical site produces certain conditions for how the work can be executed. For example, when the office in India is located in the heavy traffic in Mumbai, it produces particular conditions for the time it takes to move around in the city, and what time the developers can be at work in the morning and leave in the evening. Travelling in heavy traffic in a large metropolis in India is not an easy task, which means that developers either follow a schedule of company transportation or come in late and thus also stay late to accommodate the traffic.

The software developer is dependent on the traffic in terms of making it to work. Turning to the Danish location, it is clear that the traffic is not an issue in the same way. The differences in travelling in traffic at the two different locations thus place particular conditions not only on the people having to make the travel, but also on the collaboration as a whole, as meetings and communication have to be planned around the times at which people can be present in the office.

At the Danish offices, however, the office layout creates certain conditions for the work. Being temporarily collocated in the same office, it is possible for the visiting developers to engage with the DKSoft developers. However, a certain distance between the regular and the temporary developers still exists by having them dispersed across different desk islands.

Location dependencies include diverse sets of aspects such as security and office design, and our point here is that it
does matter where people’s physical bodies are located in terms of what makes the conditions for the global work. Working remotely does not limit the impact of where we are and how this shapes the kind of collaborative engagement we can commit to.

4.2 People Dependencies

The team working on the project we observed was dispersed across two locations, seven members at DKSoft in Denmark and five members at L&T Infotech in India. In Denmark, the seven members took on the role of Scrum master, product owner (one primary and one assistant), team lead, test manager, and developer (one lead and one general). All were permanently located at DKSoft, except the two Indian developers who were temporarily relocated there for six months. In India, the members took on the role of user interface (UI) developer (two members), back-end developer (two members), and one tester. Although the main organizational activities were taken care of in Denmark by the Scrum master and product owner, development on the project occurred from both sites as a collaborative process. This team thus provided an excellent case to study dependencies in closely coupled work across geographical distances.

The whole team relied heavily on the knowledge about the client and the system they were developing, which was organized by the product owner in the team. The product owner represents the client stakeholder – in this case a large Scandinavian financial company – and holds regular meetings with this client. He is thus the close link between the development team and the client. The product owner was responsible for the product backlog and so the development process depended greatly on his decisions.

The developers also depended on the product owner for the development process. With the product owner being the client stakeholder, he was the person in the team who knew most about these business processes. The developers at L&T Infotech thus needed him for explanation of these different processes.

During the course of the project, DKSoft intended to have all developers from L&T Infotech come to Denmark for a 6-month period. This was handled by having two developers at a time in Denmark. During our observations, these two developers were the lead developer and a UI developer. The motivation for this was clear; if the L&T Infotech developers had been to DKSoft, they would get to know much more about the team in Denmark and how work was organized. When returning to India to work, these developers would not only have a better understanding of how people worked in Denmark, but they would also have developed more personal relationships with the Danish team – giving a more coherent feeling of “team spirit” despite the fact that the team was based in two different companies.

While the relocation of the lead developer from L&T Infotech was temporary, the Scrum master told us that he preferred to keep the lead developer in Denmark as long as possible because they feared that another person could not do the job as well. When asked what they would do when he left for India again, the Scrum master answered, “We might have to tie him to the table...”. With team members from both sites relying heavily on his role as boundary spanner and keeping the collaboration working, they were very dependent on his presence at the Danish site. The L&T Infotech developers depended on him for their daily development work, while the Danish team relied on him as a boundary spanner between the Indian developers and the Danish team. His role in the project thus had many sides: He was the most experienced programmer from India and thus the natural contact person for questions regarding implementation, he was responsible for hand-picking team members from the Indian outsource company to work on the project, and he maintained continuous communication with the developers in the team.

People dependencies arise in the work practices where different people have diverse sets of knowledge, both in terms of knowledge about the content, process, and the business, as well as knowledge about technologies and the system under construction. What is particularly interesting in this perspective is that part of what makes the global software development team function is dependent upon the practice by which team members are hand-picked across distance, and the special competences of boundary spanners to be able to solve such a task. Also interesting is that people dependencies are not simply one-to-one relations, but instead a multiplicity of relations across people, their roles, and work tasks. Understanding the perspective of people in terms of people dependencies thus points to interlinked practices across diverse subgroups spanning geography, roles, and responsibilities.

4.3 Collaborative Dependencies

While the two preceding sections focus on the location and people dependencies, this subsection zooms in on the collaborative dependencies of the software developers. These dependencies emerged and became observable particularly during the diverse types of meetings (collocated as well as across sites) the team engaged in.

The team we observed used Scrum as their development methodology. Scrum puts forward a number of meetings and processes that should be followed throughout a development process. We observed that some of these processes and meetings were followed in the collaboration and had eventually become routines. These routines also helped integrate new team members into the project. One of the developers from L&T Infotech who had just worked with the team for two sprints explained it as follows:

“We have a daily Scrum meeting every day and we do estimation and we know that in the QC [software requirements management tool] looking at the tasks we know the remaining estimated hours and we have to finish within that time frame. So everything is written within the system, and if you follow the system, you can finish the tasks on time.” (Interview, developer, India, 21/08/2013)

During our observations, we observed 10 daily Scrum meetings, two estimation meetings for the estimation of tasks for an upcoming sprint, and the demonstration meeting towards the end of the sprint. These meetings were particularly interesting as they rendered the dependencies between the different sites quite visible.

The daily Scrum meetings were executed as short 15-minute meetings and were attended by the developers and testers from DKSoft and L&T Infotech. In most cases, the product owner also took part in the meeting. In the meetings, each participant took turns explaining the progress of
work. Following the same routine, the Danish and Indian team went to their respective videoconferencing rooms at the same time each day – 9:45 AM Danish time / 1:15 PM India time. The same developers at L&T Infotech always prepared the video equipment and made the call to the Danish site.

The meetings proceeded with each present meeting participant taking turns explaining what she had been working on, what she was going to work on, and mentioning any problems that she had experienced. The turn order was not defined and was settled by whoever took initiative to start. The Danish Scrum master was responsible for deducting hours from the tasks that had been worked on to reflect their new status. At one meeting, for example, an L&T Infotech developer explained that he had been working on the document handling user story and that the Scrum master could deduct 5 hours from that task. The Scrum master then reduced the number of remaining hours on that task from 7 to 2. With the screen shared to the Indian site, this process was visible for the whole team.

The Scrum meetings were usually finished within the 15 allocated minutes. In a few instances, the meetings went over time due to either starting late (as a consequence of change of meeting rooms at the Danish site) or due to discussions about certain issues. In these cases, another team at the Indian site would knock on the door of the meeting room and the meeting was quickly wrapped up. However, in Denmark the room booking system did not allow booking rooms for 15 minutes, so they were always booked for 30 minutes, but only used for 15.

While the daily Scrum meetings were conducted with both the Danish and the Indian parts of the team present, the demonstration meeting at the end of the sprint was deliberately held with the Danish team only. During the demonstration meeting, the developers in the Scrum team demonstrated the features they had implemented in the sprint, and the product owner would then accept or reject the feature. Such a setup, however, would require a different technological setup, as the test environment where the product being developed was running was located on a Danish internal network. Giving access to the Indian team for them to demonstrate what they had implemented would require a virtual private network (VPN) connection from India to Denmark. Instead, the developers at the Danish site handled demonstrating all the features, even those implemented in India. Due to the daily meetings and the lead developer keeping daily contact with the Indian team, the developers in Denmark were quite aware of the features implemented in India and therefore capable of demonstrating them.

One particularly interesting meeting was held each afternoon. By the end of each working day in India, around 3:30 PM Danish time / 6:45 PM India time, the lead developer located in Denmark contacted the development team in India over instant messaging to get feedback on their progress and resolve any issues they might have when meeting for work the next day. These meetings were not a part of the traditional Scrum methodology, however, and they resembled that of the daily meeting in content. The developers at L&T Infotech were given the opportunity to explain their work and discuss any potential issues. One of the Indian developers explained this process as the following:

“We don’t have a Scrum board because our team lead is not sitting here... But then, our team lead communicates with us every now and then in the communicator. So we update the daily status before we go - that we have done this, we have done that - even before the daily Scrum meeting.” (Interview, developer, India, 21/08/2013)

These meetings were routinely handled and had thus become a natural part of the development process. These procedures had all become routines, and they helped the Danish team gain awareness of the work in India and made sure that the people at L&T Infotech did not have unresolved questions before they went home.

Collaborative dependencies arise in the everyday work when different people are interdependent in the actual work. These dependencies become particularly visible during meetings where distributed actors are brought together. However, they also arise in the arrangement and structure of the work – in this case the iterations of the project in sprints.

### 4.4 Artifactual Dependencies

We have now discussed the work environment, the team, the task, and the collaborative activities. However, an important part of the closely coupled work also concerns the diverse set of artifacts that the participants use in making their collaboration work. Interestingly, the absence of particular artifacts also places certain constraints on the developers. We will look into how the participants managed to organize their work in particular ways to accommodate limitations of technology.

The team relied heavily on the technical infrastructure for their work. Most common software engineering tools were used to develop the product: integrated development environments for coding, source control management for managing code, and test environments for testing. For project management, an integrated task-tracking tool was used. SAP was used for noting working hours and the team communicated using email, telephone, instant messaging, and videoconferencing.

In order to let daily Scrum meetings take place in a global context, dedicated videoconferencing rooms were used, equipped so that setting up bidirectional communication was as effortless as possible. The conference rooms used on both sides had a meeting table with a central microphone and surrounding chairs. Mounted to the wall were two screens, one to display the video feed of the team on the other side, as well as a smaller video feed of themselves, and another to display a shared screen. The Scrum master was the only one to bring along a laptop, as it was his screen that was shared with the Indian team.

Besides the videoconferencing equipment, the Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) tool by HP usually open on the Scrum master’s laptop was the central artifact used during global Scrum meetings. It was used to provide an overview of and to update the state of user stories, for example, to reduce the amount of expected hours to work on certain tasks. In order to see the screen shared by the Scrum master in India, one of the Indian developers had to log into the VPN prior to the meeting to set up the screen sharing. Only the Scrum master made changes to the ALM visible on the shared screen as the other developers updated the team on their progress.

The back-end developers used business process modeling notation (BPMN) – a modeling notation used for specifying business processes – to develop the core infrastructure of
the product. On an artifact level, the project used BPMN to model their back-end. BPMN is used to model business processes using a graph-like notation. The back-end developers in India modelled the business workflows of the application as graphs, and these graphs, in turn, were used to generate code for the back end.

Arguably, any modelling or programming language is a form of standardization, as it equips programmers with a structured way to construct software and a common way to talk about such implementations. However, we argue that BPMN adds to this standardization. With the abstraction towards actual business processes that BPMN adds, we observed how it equipped the back-end developers with a language that could be used to talk with the domain knowledge experts. We thus claim that the use of BPMN provided a form of standardization highly suitable for the development of such business-logical applications.

The project followed an agile approach in which the development process was split into four-week iterations during which a fixed workload of features were selected for implementation. Within Scrum these iterations are called “sprints.” The sprint we observed lasted 4 weeks and comprised 10 user stories describing certain features that needed to be implemented. Examples of user stories from the project include integrating scanning documents into the business process, providing download links to digital contracts, and implementing “fast track” processes for certain merchants. Depending on the assessed complexity of the user stories, more or less can be taken up into a sprint. The success of a sprint depends on the developers actually finishing them.

Artifactual dependencies concern situations where technology is involved, such as videoconferencing, task-tracking software, communication software, and networks. The division of work into user stories also constitutes an artifactual dependency as these were the objects dictating work in the team.

4.5 Exception Handling

The four previous sections concerning sets of location dependencies, people dependencies, collaborative dependencies, and artifact dependencies all describe situations where work goes as expected. However, there are several situations where exceptions occur, and it is critical to investigate what happens in these situations in terms of dependencies and how these are organized.

Despite the routine manner in which the daily Scrum meetings were executed, we observed different situations where exceptions occurred. The room for the daily meeting was booked for the Indian team for use from 1:15 PM to 1:30 PM each day. The Danes switched rooms according to availability. They used a room booking system to book rooms; however, in several instances, problems with this booking caused a delay in the daily meeting as the Danes had to find an available room. In addition, sometimes some of the Danes showed up on time for the meeting while others were late, as they did not check themselves beforehand which room had been booked for the meeting. Whether people showed up late or not, the meeting always started once the videoconferencing was set up. We observed this on several occasions where the Indian team was on time, as was the Danish Scrum master at the other end, but the rest of the Danish team was still missing. The meeting would be initi-
4.6 Sets of Dependencies

We have now presented four sets of dependencies that created certain conditions for how the global software development collaboration was executed and organized. In addition, we looked into the practices by which the developers handled exceptions and unforeseen challenges. The four sets of dependencies were location dependencies, people dependencies, collaborative dependencies, and artifactual dependencies. While this overall categorization of dependencies helps us understand what organizational dependencies in global software development comprise, one important empirical observation remains, namely the interlinked nature of dependencies.

Analyzing our data iteratively, and creating diverse sets of rich descriptions, we realized that even though we were able to label specific dependencies, several categorizations could be applied to a dependency. Therefore, we decided to think in terms of “sets of dependencies” rather than dependencies as singular causal relations. Furthermore, we saw how one set of dependencies (e.g. people dependencies) was tightly linked to others (e.g. collaborative dependencies). This leads us to suggest that dependencies in global software development have an interlinked structure, where it is not easy to pick apart and set boundaries for what is part of and what is outside of the particular dependency, for example, what is technical and what is social. We might, for example, talk about the development process of a particular artifact, such as a user story, and how it has multiple dependencies embedded in the very task: coupling the IT system under development, the technical architecture, the work across developers, and other user stories. But at the same time each user story also has close connections with other artifacts – for example, the range of documents that makes the development project, such as requirement specification or test documents [8]. To handle all these dependencies, a range of tools such as development environments, test setups, and communication tools are being included in the collaborative activities. However, what is more surprising is how participants’ hardware and technical infrastructure, which is related to the developer’s location dependencies as well as the artifactual dependencies, place particular conditions for how the participants can manage and handle their work, for example, as we saw in the need for powerful computers and the technical setup for demonstration meetings, which placed the participants in a situation where developers located in India could not fully participate. How the technical infrastructure and the hardware devices impact the conditions for collaboration in this particular case was due to the location dependencies in the diverse structure across the different geographical sites. The technical infrastructure locally created particular conditions for how the participants could manage to handle and organize their work according to the set of location and artifactual dependencies they need to accommodate.

Similarly, we may find that one particular set of dependencies gives rise other sets of dependencies. As such, the structure across the sets of dependencies resembles that of the documentscape [8]. The documentscape refers to the dynamic interlinked ensemble of project documents in global software development practices between developers located in various locations. It stipulates that while we might zoom in on one single document, the meaning of the document is embedded within the location of the document within the documentscape. We may also look at a single dependency; however, its meaning is embedded within the network of dependencies across all sets of dependencies. While we may look at a dependency and label it according to different sets of dependencies, each dependency plays a role in a larger set of interlinked dependencies where the boundaries are not easily defined.

Despite the interlinked nature of dependencies, we may still talk in terms of sets of dependencies. As our analytical cut-downs in the data material demonstrate, we found four important sets of dependencies: location dependencies, people dependencies, collaborative dependencies, and artifactual dependencies. Location dependencies entail the multiplicity of dependencies that are related to the geographical site of the software developers. This includes the external society within which the location is placed, as well as the inner office environment design and the conditions this creates for the collaboration. People dependencies entail the roles, responsibility, and specific knowledge the collaborative actors have and use in the work together. This includes knowledge about competences, knowledge about technologies, as well as knowledge about the business in which the system is being created. Collaborative dependencies in particular become observable in situations where multiple people engage in a common practice – in most cases in meetings, but also outside of meetings. The meetings can take many different forms and shapes and be organized differently. Some meetings involve participants from both locations (e.g. daily stand-up meetings), while others are location specific (e.g. demonstration meeting). Artifactual dependencies are pertinent at all times, since technology is what makes it possible for the dispersed developers to collaborate and interact with the same coding environment, which serves as the main technical infrastructure supporting the work. However, as we have also shown, the artifactual dependencies also comprise other important artifacts such as the user stories, the BPMN notation, the VPN connection, and the video equipment, which all took part in linking and organizing the work and connections between the developers. It is important to notice that in practice these sets of dependencies are not singular entities, but instead function as multiplicities that connect and interrelate across all types of dependencies. Table 1 summarizes the four sets of dependencies and their characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location Dependencies</td>
<td>External environment; office design; office security; time zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People Dependencies</td>
<td>Roles; responsibilities; knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative Dependencies</td>
<td>Meetings; turn taking; discussions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artifactual Dependencies</td>
<td>Business process modelling notation; VPN; video conferencing setups; test environment; user stories</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Categorization of dependencies

5. STANDARDIZATION & ROUTINE

Having conceptualized the four main categories of dependencies that emerged in our data, the next question concerns how the developers managed to collaborate despite the di-
verse set of dependencies and how these each brought about an increasingly complex work arrangement. Looking across the categories of dependencies, we found a repeating pattern in the work regarding the participants’ ability to continuously create and apply standardization as a mechanism to reduce complexity. There were standardizations in terms of meeting structure and time for conducting meetings. There were standardizations in terms of the team at L&T Infotech arriving late in the morning to accommodate the time difference between the sites. There were standardizations in terms of people’s roles and knowledge, and to some extent there were standardizations in terms of artifacts such as user stories or the use of the BPMN notation form.

What is interesting about how the strategy of standardization was applied by the practitioners in the empirical case was that it did not arrive as a top-down forced structure on the work. Instead, it emerged over time as the practitioners made the methodology of Scrum into a practice fitting their work. It was not that the developers did not follow the methodology; our point here is that they had aligned the methodology with their practices in the global work. In this way, the standardization of when, where, and how to meet supported the developers in organizing their work, taking into account the different sets of dependencies, but at the same time the standardization had a transformative effect on the practice [13], as it was dynamically developed. Engaging with the standardized process of Scrum was not a process by which the developers simply followed Scrum in a scripted manner. Instead, they adjusted and recreated the process, making it fit their practices while still taking into account the conditions for collaboration created by the location and artifactual dependencies. So when the Indian developers could not participate in the demonstration meeting due to the lack of a standardized technical setup across sites – the artifactual dependencies not letting them participate – they adjusted the work accordingly and found other ways to demonstrate the requirements developed at L&T Infotech. In this way, the standardization was a transformative practice where processes and technologies were being accommodated, and thus standardization was incomplete initially. What is also fascinating with this example is that while we expected that standardization across the technical platforms would be easy to create (e.g., having access to the same tools and applications etc.), this turned out to be the most challenging area, where local artifactual dependencies place certain constraining conditions on the collaboration.

We observed how the daily meetings were executed in a routine manner, giving rise to frequent interaction across sites. However, whereas the team at L&T Infotech always had the same meeting room booked for their meetings, the team at DKSoft had a different meeting room with videoconferencing equipment booked on a day-to-day basis. This caused several situations where people from DKSoft arrived a bit late since they first arrived at the wrong meeting room prior to finding out the designated meeting room for that day – in other words, the complexities of relation work increased [2, 9]. This lack of standardization in terms of rooms for daily meetings thus created extra challenges – not only for the developers at the Danish location, but also for the developers at the location in Mumbai, since they had to wait for the videoconferencing to be started from the remote location. In contrast, the room in Mumbai never changed, and as such the location dependencies did create different types of conditions for the work, both locally and in the distributed situation. However, not only did the location constraints affect the daily meetings, we also observed an exception-handling situation where the developer who was normally in charge of setting up the VPN connection was not present. Here it turned out that the developer who wanted to set up the equipment instead did not have a VPN login, and extra work was required to locate a person with a VPN login before the daily meeting could take place. The complexities of managing the dependencies – in this case the amount of relation work needed to establish a connection between the two sites – increased.

What also becomes obvious in the example above is the role of routine [14]. For each activity the developers engage in, both locally and in between the two sites, the more frequent the activity, the more aligned and transformed their common practice becomes. Routine is the practice by which the developers turn standardization strategies into concrete activities that support their practice. It is through the enactment of routine behavior in daily interaction that the developers are able to reduce the effort required for articulation work and to spend more time on the actual project they are developing. We observed routines as repeating patterns of coordination employed to handle the complexities of the diverse set of dependencies. Routines, as opposed to strategies, exist only through the actual enactment and the different activities [14]. Referring to the concepts of plans and situated actions [34], standardization constitutes the plan whereas the routine is embedded within the situated action. In our case it was clear that the routinized behaviors were mostly connected to the various types of meeting activities in the distributed team, as in the example where the developers explain why they have an additional meeting at the Danish location to ensure that the team at the Indian site is kept up to date. They explained how this meeting was a replacement of the Scrum board, and how this practice supported their work.

Other artifactual dependencies gave rise to exception handling. The lack of standardization regarding access to the test network required the developers at L&T Infotech to be equipped with much more powerful computers than the rest of the employees. The restrictions caused by firewalls and the generally slow bandwidth out from India forced the developers to have a local version of the testing environment running, which was only possible on these more powerful computers. While it was not possible to standardize the technical connectivity across the geographical sites due to firewall, bandwidth, and privacy issues, the developers created other routine behaviors in terms of testing practice, making it possible for them to collaborate despite the technical constraints.

Standardization and routine did not solve all issues of dependencies. Our data clearly demonstrated that a repeating pattern across sprints was the testing that was pushed back to the next sprint, often causing the developers at L&T Infotech to work overtime. Here it is important to notice that working late at the Mumbai location means evening and late evening, and since this occurred quite often it clearly impacted the work at L&T Infotech. The reason for the delay was that the developers were implementing source code until the very last minute, not leaving time for the testers to reach their goal within the pre-allocated time of the sprint. The developers depend on the tester to report defects. However,
the tester cannot begin until the developers have delivered the source code. The product owner in the end depends on the developers to fix the defects detected by the tester. All of this is organized through the bug report artifact. This made the activity of testing a closely coupled activity requiring closely coupled coordination. No routine or standardization was able to solve this activity, which meant that major defects in the software sometimes occurred in subsequent sprints, forcing the team to work even later, solving tasks from the last sprint while neglecting their tasks for the current sprint.

In summary, in many cases the practitioners applied standardization as a strategy to handle the complexity evolving from heterogeneous locations, people, and artifacts, and in most cases it worked well. However, there were also situations where standardization did not work—and surprisingly this was largely in the technical infrastructure and hardware across the sites. This lack of standardization did increase the complexity of including participants equally in, for example, the demonstration meeting, and also in terms of having enough machine power to execute the work. It was clear that standardization made it possible for the participants to reduce their effort required to organize their collaboration, making it possible to focus on the task ahead. However, at the same time the extra standardization also required work—articulation work—and as such the standardization strategy was not “free”. Standardization is a known strategy to handle coordination [16]; however, what was interesting in our study was how the standardization process made it possible for the participants to handle and deal with many complexities that emerged from the diverse set of dependencies. On the other hand, issues of solving the closely coupled task of testing remained. Similar to how specific artifacts reduce the complexities of articulation work [29], knowing the standardization practices in a routine manner made it possible for the participants to reduce time spent on articulation work and instead made them focus on the content of the development project.

6. CONCLUSION

In the very definition of collaboration exists the notion of dependencies in work. However, dependencies as pertinent in collaborative work might take different forms and shapes. In this paper, we reported on an ethnographic study of global software work executed across two sites—Denmark and India—zooming in on what makes the pertinent dependencies in such work. We observed how various types of dependencies constitutive of the collaborative practice across the developers included location dependencies, people dependencies, collaborative dependencies, and artifactual dependencies. In addition, we saw how the strategies of standardization form a repetitive pattern in how the dependencies were managed across sites, and in particular how routine in the work was crucial for making the collaboration function. Based on our observations, this paper puts forward three main contributions: (i) Global software development is based on a multiplicity of dependencies that fall into four broad categories: location, people, collaboration, and artifactual. Using these categories, we can start to examine more carefully how dependencies constitute global work, and in particular point to situations where dependencies are challenging for the collaboration. (ii) Dependencies in global software development are not singular entities, but instead exist as one multiplicity of interlinked practices, which makes it difficult to clearly define and distinguish the borders between the dependencies. (iii) Standardization and routine can be used as specific coordination mechanisms to handle dependencies, thus reducing the complexity of the associated articulation work. However, surprisingly, our data suggest that it is more difficult to standardize the artifactual dependencies (e.g. hardware and software practices) across geographical sites, compared to standardizing the organizational practices such as user stories, roles and responsibility, or daily meetings.
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Abstract—Companies are increasingly organizing work in globally distributed teams. A core challenge to these distributed teams is, however, to maintain social relationships due to limited opportunities and tools for social engagement. In this paper we present SIDEBAR: a videoconferencing system that enhances virtual meetings by enabling social engagement. Through image analysis of the conference video feed, SIDEBAR tracks meeting participants in real-time. A personal tablet then allows each participant to identify and track other participants, to look up information about them and their local work context, and to engage in peer-to-peer chat conversations. We describe the motivation, design and implementation of SIDEBAR and report results from a preliminary evaluation, which shows that participants found SIDEBAR useful and easy to use. The paper concludes by providing three design guidelines for collaborative technologies supporting social engagement.

I. INTRODUCTION

Companies are progressively organizing work in globally distributed teams [1]. It has been recognized that such distributed collaboration is affected by new challenges, which, according to Herbsleb [2], can be ascribed to the absence or disruption of those mechanisms that in collocated settings naturally support coordination among practitioners. Examples of these mechanisms range from spontaneous engagement in conversation to visual clues conveying awareness capable of offering insights on, for instance, availability of team members as well as their current activity. Studies reflecting on the challenges of distributed collaboration (e.g., [3], [4]) agree on the view that physical distance is a factor of paramount importance that profoundly influences how people interact [5].

Social relationships and engagement are in particular negatively affected by geographical distance [6], [7]. Given for granted in collocated settings and often overlooked and underestimated in distributed arrangements, social engagements represent powerful facilitators capable of fostering successful collaboration [8], which have to be nurtured and encouraged not only by practices but also by technologies. Important aspects of social engagement, which have been investigated and for which direct dependences have been observed are: the feeling of group cohesion, which has been argued to be a facilitator for the effectiveness of communication technologies [9]; the feeling of connectedness, for which an impact on communication has been identified [10]; the awareness of remote team members and of their locations, which have been linked to communication patterns [11]; and, trust, which has been investigated from multiple angles and perspectives as systematically reported in [12].

Fig. 1. SIDEBAR is a videoconferencing system supporting social engagement. This is achieved by face tracking in the video feed and by provide an interactive mirrored video feed on tablet computers, allowing users to recognize and seek information about each other, and engage in backchannel peer-to-peer chat conversations.

A core challenge in distributed collaboration is, therefore, how to support such social engagements. Collocated environments provide good conditions for social engagements to occur through shared physical spaces allowing for mutual awareness, close collaboration, shared experiences, and social encounters [5]. In distributed arrangements, however, actors have to commit to much more explicit work to cultivate such social aspects [13], especially when the social connections required to initiate these aspects of collaboration need to be established (e.g., visit to remote site and team building activities [14]).

To address the challenge of providing social engagements in distributed arrangements, we have designed SIDEBAR: a videoconferencing system with special support for social engagements. SIDEBAR incorporates face tracking into a videoconferencing system to provide an interactive mirrored video feed on tablet computers that allows users to recognize and seek information about each other and engage in backchannel peer-to-peer conversations.

In this paper, we provide an overview of videoconferencing solutions and then describe the SIDEBAR system. The more significant design decisions are discussed before detailing the architecture of the system. A preliminary evaluation of the system is also presented, which aimed at assessing the
perceived usefulness and ease of use of SIDE BAR, as well as whether or not the system was perceived as a distraction. Finally, before concluding, we propose a set of guidelines for designing collaborative technologies with support for social engagement.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Social connections are core to collaboration [8] but challenged in distributed arrangements. For example, Herbsleb and Mockus [7] have shown that the size of social networks in distributed arrangements is smaller as compared to collocated ones, and that the ability to recognize remote team members is more difficult for distributed team members. Similarly, it has been found that people tend to form groups with collocated colleagues rather than distant ones [15]. Social factors, however, are important in distributed arrangements in which the communication is affected by the feeling of connectedness [10] and of group cohesion [9]. Social connections and engagement, thus, are of much importance when designing tools supporting distributed collaboration.

Videoconferencing meetings are used extensively in distributed collaboration and are, in terms of media richness theory, the closest we come to collocated meetings and collaboration [16]. However, despite the richness of the video medium, a meeting supported by technologies still does not compare to a collocated face-to-face one [17]. Therefore, a significant body of research has focused on bringing the feeling of ‘sitting together’ to the video meeting by improving the videoconferencing technology to include information intrinsic to the collocated meeting such as eye-contact [18] and non-verbal cues [19]. Such information can be valuable in distributed collaboration by increasing the social awareness between team members [20].

The setup of videoconferencing equipment has been shown to affect different aspects of participants perception of each other. Using a video setup that captures both face and upper body have been shown to have a positive result on trust and empathy in groups as opposed to only capturing the face [21]. Another study of trust in different group-to-group videoconferencing setups suggests that a combination of personal displays and individual streams of each participant contribute to a higher level of trust development [22], and that the perception of proximity in videoconferencing is linked to the zoom of the camera [23].

GAZE-2 [18] is a group video system that supports eye-contact transmission. Using several cameras and an eye-tracker per setup, the system ensures parallax-free transmission of eye contact, by choosing the camera the user is looking at. eyeView [24] is a videoconferencing system that leverages gaze direction. Using eye tracking to resize individual video windows based on looking behavior, eyeView keeps focus on the current speaker while keeping an overview of all participants though scaled down videos of them. These systems are examples of technologies, which include eye-contact [25] or 3D-experience [26] in traditional videoconferencing setups.

Other approaches to enhance videoconferencing have focused on creating a more immersive experience. MAJIC [27], for example, uses large curved, semi-transparent displays with cameras placed behind them. This setup allows for life-size video projection with eye-contact support. TeleHuman [19] uses a cylindrical 3D screen to display life-size video of a person, increasing users sense of social presence and improving the ability to assess gaze and body language cues. LiveMask [28] uses a video setup that presents a movable 3D screen of a persons face upon which live video is projected leading to a more correctly transmitted gaze direction than traditional video setup. More generally, moving and zooming the videoconference camera to suggest movement of participants have been shown to enhance social telepresence of remote actors [29].

In summary, prior research in videoconferencing technologies has focused on enhancing the video meeting by incorporating aspects from collocated meetings, including non-verbal cues and physical presence of remote participants information that can lead to an increase in social awareness [20]. Focus has been on improving the fidelity of the audio-video channel as such, and less on using other channels during videoconferencing to build social relationships and engagement. The latter is the objective of our research and this is approached by integrating face-tracking into the video feed of a regular videoconferencing, and use this to identify and engage with meeting participants, and support ad-hoc backchannel conversations during meetings.

III. SIDE BAR

Social aspects among people have a large impact on communication [10] and collaboration [9]. SIDE BAR is a videoconferencing system that focuses on supporting social engagement. As illustrated in Figure 2, the SIDE BAR system extends a traditional videoconferencing system with a tablet computer for each meeting participant.

The purpose of these personal tablets is to provide meeting participants with a tool to recognize remote participants and to engage in backchannel—or sidebar—task-related work, information seeking, and communication. Using face tracking techniques, SIDE BAR provides an interactive mirrored video feed (Figure 3-(1)). Meeting participants can access information about each other via personal profiles (Figure 4-(1)), can learn about the different geographical locations they are located
The following scenario describes how SIDEBAR is used in a video meeting.

Each Thursday a video-meeting between a software SME and its distant sister-company is held. The video connection is initiated and everyone logs into SIDEBAR on their tablets. A few participants notice a person at the other site they have not seen before. They use the interactive video feed to navigate to his profile and find out that he has just been assigned to the project. Given recent re-arrangement of teams, he is now the new test manager. The project manager immediately starts the meeting leaving no time for introduction, however, the participants are able to quickly greet the new member using the communication backchannel. As the project manager explains some proposed changes, he has some questions regarding impact and estimates. Using the tablet, he can see which team member has been working on these modules and, since this person is part of the meeting, he can directly address questions to him.

A. System Description

In the following, the main features of SIDEBAR are described.

Interactive Video Feed. The interactive video feed is the main screen on the SIDEBAR tablet computer (Figure 3-(1)). The user interface augments the video stream from the large conference display with information about each meeting participant. Using the videoconference camera, SIDEBAR tracks people in the meeting room and overlays the video image with a tracking box surrounding each face and adding a name above it. On the tablet, users can tap on the image of a remote participant to visualize his or her personal profile. This helps participants to identify and recognize remote colleagues at a glance, without the need to explicitly look up names in meeting agendas, documents, or by asking local people about who is present.

Association Between User and Position. Given the unreliability of face recognition techniques and their need for additional resources (i.e., precise pictures of each person the system should recognize), SIDEBAR only tracks the faces of participants, and the mapping of the person’s profile with the correct tracked face is created during the login procedure. When logging in, users are asked to select their name, their geographical location, and the meeting they are participating in. After users have selected these options, a live stream of the local meeting is presented. The user is then asked to select himself or herself in the video stream. Upon selection, the association between the actual user and a tracked face in the stream is created.

Personal Profiles and Team. Each meeting participant has a personal profile in SIDEBAR (Figure 4), which contains both personal and profession information, such as name, age, hometown, profession, education, and interests. This information provides background information and awareness between meeting participants, and can be used to acknowledge similarities between them facilitating the establishment of relationships. Similarly, a team page that provides a side-by-side overview of all members of a team is also available.

Communication Backchannel. One shortcoming of a standard videoconferencing setup is that it provides little opportunities for side conversations among the meeting participants [17]. As discussed above, such side conversations about both professional and more personal matters are important in building and maintaining personal connections in collocated settings. By using the tablet computer, SIDEBAR allows people to engage in backchannel conversations (Figure 4-(2)), hence, providing globally distributed actors with similar opportunities for side conversation.

Local Information. A mundane, yet often observed, obstacle to efficient communication and collaboration across distance is the lack of location information, including weather, time zone, and geography. To help build personal relations, SIDEBAR provides such information in different places. Local information on weather (Figure 3-(2)) and various relevant news feeds (Figure 3-(3)) are visualized in the main screen, and a dedicated display in SIDEBAR providing local information about
the remote meeting participants and including a description of both the remote office as well as its geographical location is also provided (Figure 5).

![Fig. 5. The location information screen provide simple information about the geographic location of the remote user and the company that he or she is sitting at through a map (1) and a short description (2).](image)

**B. Design Methodology**

The SIDEBAR system was designed in a three step process. First, we derived a number of requirements informed by the literature review presented above and field studies reported elsewhere [13], [31]. Next, an initial paper mockup of the SIDEBAR system was designed, which was refined in a user-centered design process with a software SME [32]. Finally, the system was implemented in an initial prototype.

We based our initial design on three overall requirements. First, SIDEBAR should provide users with awareness of each other. Second, SIDEBAR should provide users with opportunities to connect to each other. While technology for communication already exists—email and chat for example are extensively used in collaboration—the opportunity of interaction should exist in conjunction with the awareness of each other. Third, SIDEBAR should integrate with existing technologies and practices. These three overall design requirements formed the basis for adding support for social engagement in a video-conferencing system. This support was added ‘on the side’ by using tablet computers which allows meeting participants to maintain an awareness of each other, to provide opportunities to connect and communicate, while still being integrated with the video meeting.

We created an initial paper mockup of this design as an input to a design process with a software SME. The company makes extensive use of video meetings with its two offices located in a different parts of the world. The onshore office handles contact with customers while the offshore office handles implementation and test of software. Two workshops focusing on testing the design of the system were conducted, in addition to a series of more informal conversations and discussions of the system design. Each workshop was attended by two researchers and two employees from the company and lasted approximately two hours. The workshops were videotaped for further analysis. Figure 6 shows a snapshot from one of the design workshops.

![Fig. 6. A snapshot of a design workshop with researchers and industry partners.](image)

These design workshops gave us important insights on the feasibility of the system design and suggestions on how to improve it. First of all, the general idea of providing a SIDEBAR tablet for parallel information seeking, task-based interaction, and communication was well received. The specific UI sketches for looking up information about co-workers, for peer-to-peer communication, and for identifying meeting participants were all considered useful, and the workshop participants provided input for enhancing the UI design of these features. The design study, however, also revealed that some features were missing in the design. Among them, the lack of information—hence, awareness—about the setting and location of remote team members. Information about the local geography, weather, time zone, etc. of the remote place was also considered very useful information for making distributed colleagues more comfortable when contacting each other. Another issue that was raised during the design sessions was that the system should incorporate support for the team aspect of collaboration. The design of the paper prototypes focused on one-to-one connections between people. But considering the role of a person within the team is equally important as a general background information for meeting participants. Finally, we received suggestions for features that were not included in the final design of SIDEBAR. In particular, the participants in the workshop suggested that SIDEBAR should include information about cultural habits associated with the different locations of people. One participant for example, mentioned that small-talk with co-workers about family is common in some parts of the world whereas in other parts, this is seen as inappropriate. While such suggestions indeed are interesting, we decided not to include them in the design of SIDEBAR as such feature should require a thorough investigation of if and how traits associated with cultures can be identified and disseminated.

In summary, on the one hand the user-centered design process confirmed the overall system design of SIDEBAR, while on the other, it provided valuable input for detailed refinements as well as two new important features related to location and team awareness.
C. System Architecture & Implementation

The SideBar system is composed of several inter-connected sub-systems (Figure 7): SideBar App is the tablet application and main user interface to the system; Relation Server is a web server and database system handling data access to all relevant information; the Registration application allows for registration of new users, locations, and meetings; VLC [33] is used to stream video to the tablets; the Tracking Client handles face tracking; finally, Skype [34] is used as the videoconferencing system.

![Fig. 7. Overview of the architecture of SideBar. Red boxes represent existing hardware/software, while blue boxes show the novel components of SideBar.](image)

Figure 7 shows an overview of the SideBar system architecture at each meeting location. The conference computer runs the Tracking Client, Skype, and VLC. The Tracking Client performs face tracking, Skype is used for the videoconference, and VLC is used to stream video to the SideBar App. A web server runs the Relation Server and Registration application. The Relation Server is a web application that handles all data access except video. Access to personal profiles, location, meeting, chat, and position information can be achieved using a REST interface of the server. New users, locations or meetings can be added to the system using the Registration application. The SideBar App runs on Android tablets and receives both video streaming over RTSP from the VLC server deployed on the conference computer as well as tracking data, personal and location data, and chat from the Relation Server running on the web server. In the following, we describe the technical details behind the SideBar sub-systems.

**Tracking Client.** The Tracking Client is a Java application running on the video conference computer implemented via JavaCV [35]. The client determines the position of the head of each meeting participant, and post these to the Relation Server. As previously described, the Tracking Client performs face tracking and not face recognition. Faces are constantly tracked and their positions are regularly sent to the relation server. The association between face positions in the video and actual users is resolved during the login procedure. The Tracking Client constantly updates the position of people, however, it does not allow people to switch seats or leave the meeting and return without logging back in.

**Video Streaming.** Any videoconferencing setup can be used with SideBar as long as it supports one of the following two requirements: (1) it must expose a camera that VLC and the Tracking Client can access, or (2) it must be possible to place a camera very close to the existing camera to provide a similar video stream to the SideBar system. In our current implementation, Skype is used as the video conferencing technology, and since Skype, VLC, and the Tracking Client are running on the same computer, they all have access to the same camera. Video streaming to the tablets is done using VLC. VLC captures the camera feed and exposes it as an RTP stream playable by the default Android media API. The video is encoded with .h264 and streamed at a resolution of 480 x 360 and a bit rate of 500Kbps.

**Relation Server.** The Relation server is responsible for data handling of SideBar. The server is implemented in Java using the Java Spring framework and runs in an Apache Tomcat server. The Relation Server stores all information regarding user locations and meetings as well as all position information as tracked by the tracking client and makes this information available through a REST interface to the tablet computers.

**SideBar App.** SideBar App is the tablet application and user interface of the SideBar system. SideBar App is implemented in Android 4.0 and is designed to run on a 10.1 inch tablet. SideBar App handles the login procedure, streaming video, backchannel communication, and implements the profiles, location and team profiles.

IV. EVALUATION

To gather early feedbacks on SideBar, we performed a usability experiment. The key research questions (RQ) addressed by this evaluation were:

- **RQ1** How useful are the core features of SideBar? Do users perceive SideBar’s features useful for improving videoconference meetings, or not?
- **RQ2** Is SideBar easy to use? Do users perceive SideBar as easy to use, or not?
- **RQ3** Is the use of SideBar during meetings a distraction? Do users feel distracted when using SideBar during videoconference meetings; does it improve their focus; or do they experience no difference in using it.

These research questions were approached by assessing the so-called ‘perceived ease of use’ and ‘perceived usefulness’ of SideBar. Research has shown that there is a strong correlation between user acceptance of a technology and its perceived ease of use and usefulness [36]. In addition to perceived usability and usefulness, we also wanted to explore the notion of ‘distraction’, since introducing additional devices like the SideBar tablet into a meeting may lead to distraction of the participants.

A. Method

Given the novelty of the system, we opted to expose study participants to SideBar through a scenario-based approach. This method entails the design of scenarios based on realistic settings exposing participants to complex situations, which would otherwise be hard to observe [37]. Each evaluation session consisted of three phases: a briefing, a scenario, and a debriefing.

In the first phase, participants were welcomed, the SideBar tablet application was demonstrated to them, and they
were given the opportunity to get accustomed to the application. During this phase the experimenter was present with the participants to answer any questions or concerns regarding both the evaluation procedure as well as the SIDEBAR system.

In the second phase, participants were divided in two groups, were administered a sheet describing the scenario and their role (details below), and were asked to reach their designated position: two rooms were used to simulate two different locations. During this session, they were observed by the experimenter but interactions were kept at a minimum to avoid potential bias.

In the debriefing phase, participants were called back to the initial room and were administered a questionnaire. The questions addressed the three research questions and participants were asked to rate the questions on a 5-point Likert scale: (RQ1) the usefulness of the main features of SIDEBAR (i.e., interactive video feed, personal profiles, location, communication backchannel, and team information); (RQ2) the extent to which they agreed with the statement “The system is easy to use”; and, (RQ3) the extent to which they agreed with the statement “The use of tablets distracts the video meeting.” After completing the questionnaire, participants were subject to a semi-structured interview including questions about the general experience with the system. The interview allowed participants to elaborate on their previous answers and to provide detailed comments. Interviews were recorded for further analysis.

Evaluation Scenario. The scenario addressed coordination in distributed software development. A software development scenario was chosen to promote discussion among participants by accommodating the background of the people envisioned as potential candidates for the recruitment, which happened within the SSS department. The scenario focused on a kickoff meeting in which two remote teams of developers had to discuss the design and implementation of a smartphone application. Participants were asked to plan the project using their knowledge about the competences of each other, and divide the work between application development and user interface design. Furthermore, participants were asked to schedule future meetings. Rather then emphasizing the creation of personal connections, the evaluation scenario described a common software scenario, i.e. the kickoff meeting.

The purpose of the study was to investigate whether SIDEBAR was used in connection-making processes without explicitly asking participants to do so. Each participant received a slightly different version of the scenario, which described their specific roles in the scenario. Since participants knew each other, they were all equipped with artificial identities and roles. Participants were asked to enact the character described in the scenario, which required them to ‘learn to know each other’, which again promoted conversation and the use of the social features in SIDEBAR.

B. Participants & Setup

We recruited a total of seven participants for the evaluation (mean age 32, all male) for two sessions (4 and 3 participants respectively). The participants were a mix of master students, PhD students, and research assistants. Two compulsory requirements were considered during the selection process related to the experience in software development and the experience in collaborating with distant people using Skype for communication. Besides these requirements, no other inclusion/exclusion criteria were applied. Two meeting rooms were used for the evaluation, each equipped with SIDEBAR. The setup comprised a computer, a large screen, a high resolution webcam with microphone, speakers, and a tablet for each participant. Figure 9 shows a picture from an evaluation session.

C. Results

The results of the questionnaire are shown in Table 8. In the following we describe these results in detail.

Interactive Video Feed. The interactive video feed was one of the SIDEBAR features that scored highest (Estimated Median (Min))=4; Interquartile Range (IQR)=1). Participants liked the interactive video feed and it was found very useful for navigating. One participant even “felt surprised how useful integrating information and video is” and mentioned that the interactive video feed “added more depth to the video meeting.” During the evaluation, we observed that the participants quickly picked up on the names of each other, and used the augmented video feed to reassure themselves about the name of another person before directing a question to this person. Participants were also able to use the interactive video feed to navigate to the personal profiles. Thereby, participants quickly recognized the roles of each other and were able to make the connection between the video image and the person.

Personal Profiles. The personal profile pages were also well received by the participants (Estimated Median (Min))=4, but with some disagreement (IQR=1.75). During the evaluation, the participants actively used the profiles to seek out information about each other. The data they gathered from these profiles were used to direct questions at the right person. The profiles were also used to assess how to divide the work involved in creating the application mentioned in the scenario, thus, aiding them in performing the task described in the scenario. In one session, for example, a participant noted, while referring to the remote site: “you guys are mostly UI designers [...]”. This information was then used to argue for a particular division of work.

Location. The location page was the feature that was rated lowest in the evaluation (Estimated Median (Min))=3; Interquartile Range (IQR)=1.5). When asked about

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Feature & Min & Q1 & Median & Q3 & Max & IQR \\
\hline
Interactive video & 4 & 4 & 4 & 5 & 5 & 1 \\
Personal profiles & 3 & 3.25 & 4 & 5 & 5 & 1.75 \\
Location page & 1 & 1.5 & 3 & 4 & 1 & 1.5 \\
Communication backchannel & 4 & 4 & 4 & 5 & 5 & 1 \\
Team Page & 1 & 1.5 & 4 & 5 & 2.5 & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Questionnaire result on a 5-point Likert scale. For each feature, the table shows the reported minimum score (Min), the first quartile (Q1), the median (Estimated Median (Min)), the third quartile (Q3), the maximum (Max), and the inter quartile range (IQR).}
\end{table}
the page after the evaluation, most participants noted that the information was not particularly useful to them. The information provided by the map was, however, used in the evaluation. For example, one participant asked, while referring to the position of the company being located near Central Park in New York: “so your office is near Central Park?”.

Hence, getting access to local information about the remote site did spark a more informal conversation, thereby building knowledge about the remote participants.

Communication Backchannel. The communication backchannel also scored high in the questionnaire ($\bar{x}=4$; $iqr=1$). The participants noted that it provided them with an easy way of sharing textual messages and notes during the meeting. Several participants mentioned that with traditional videoconferencing setups, one-to-one channels for chatting or sharing information are not easily accessible. The participants used the chat actively in the meeting to greet each other and towards the end of the meeting to share relevant information, such as email and web addresses.

Team Profile. There was less agreement on the usefulness of the team information ($\bar{x}=4$; $iqr=2.5$). This was also evident from the observations, for some participants used the page actively, while others did not. In the former case, one participant found the team information useful to support the beginning of the meeting in which the teams briefly introduced themselves. In the latter case, another participant found the information in the team page to be redundant, as the same information was available on the profile pages. He noted that it just caused more navigation within the system.

Ease of use. Participant found the system easy to use ($\bar{x}=4$; $iqr=0$), and throughout the evaluation, participants were able to navigate within the system without any problems. One remark, however, focused on the fact that the top-menu of the SIDE BAR App is associated with a person, therefore, not accessible on the display showing the video. This caused some confusion as participants were looking for the menu when interacting with the video screen.

Distraction. Participants disagreed on the question of how distracting the tablets were in the video meeting ($\bar{x}=4$; $iqr=2.25$). On the one hand, some participants did not find that the tablets would disturb the meeting and some argued that SIDE BAR would not add more disturbances than the ones already existing. As one participant argued; “it [SIDE BAR] does not disturb more than, for example, printed meeting agendas.” Another noted that smart phones and computers are already extensively used during meeting today. On the other hand, two participants noted that eye contact in the video meeting cease when people turn to the tablet. One participant said; “you think you have eye-contact as you see the same video on the tablet—but you don’t.” Lastly, a participant expressed concern that turning to the tablet felt like turning away from the meeting.

D. Limitations

This study is a preliminary evaluation and, as such, presents several limitations posing threats to the validity of its results. The main limitations, which were identified and addressed, are briefly discussed in the following.

First, being a preliminary evaluation, no statistical significance, scalable, or generalizable results were sought, as the key objective was to systematically gather and interpret empirical evidence about the perceived ease of use of the system, the perceived usefulness of its core functionalities, and the user perception of the system as a distraction. With regards to the external validity, even if participants were not practitioners and it could be argued that the sample was not fully representative of the intended population, all participants had software development experience and had experience with remote collaboration. Second, aware of the complexity of assessing collaboration technologies [38], we carefully designed this preliminary evaluation by leveraging established methods (i.e., [37]). Regarding the ecological validity, the scenario was extensively discussed to be as realistic as possible in the simplifications that were applied. This process led us to the decision of simulating a videoconferencing meeting involving three to four people per session separated into two teams physically distributed in different rooms. A hands-on training session was also included before the main scenario to mitigate bias connected to the use of a novel technology. Third, given that our purpose was to gather initial understandings on SIDE BAR, rather than utilizing an established instrument for collecting data, we preferred an ad hoc questionnaire comprising a set of very focused questions. Therefore, the questionnaire used has been designed by the authors, and it was only reviewed and discussed with colleagues knowledgeable and experienced in empirical research. This poses threats to the construct validity; however, the decision allowed us to keep the number of questions to a minimum avoiding lengthy instruments appropriate to more extensive evaluations. Forth, internal validity. Even though all participants satisfied the selection constraints, affiliation with the authors represents a bias. Nonetheless, such recruiting approach is a common practice for preliminary evaluations. Additionally, to avoid experimenter bias, observer/participants interactions were reduced to a minimum by providing participants with a scenario including predesigned roles as described Section IV-A.

Finally, it is worth to notice that no technical validation for the system or its features was conducted. The purpose of the evaluation was purely to get feedback on the design of SIDE BAR, hence, technical aspects were not considered. In a
future evaluation, the stability and integrity of the system in a realistic setting should be evaluated.

V. DISCUSSION

The evaluation of SIDE BAR was designed to provide insights on three research questions. In this section, we discuss these insights.

[RQ1] How useful are the core features of SIDE BAR? The evaluation showed that the participants found SIDE BAR useful and the participants commented on SIDE BAR as being “really helpful” and “the right way to go”. In particular, participants liked the linking of video and personal information through the interactive video feed. Furthermore, the communication backchannel was also appreciated. The evaluation, thus, shows promising results for the support of social engagements in video meetings. Nonetheless, some participants found specific features (i.e., the team and location information) less useful compared to the video stream and the communication backchannel. Interestingly, these features were derived from the design workshops we conducted. This points to the possible gap between the design and evaluation: SIDE BAR was designed in collaboration with industry partners, but evaluated with students and researchers. These two aspects of SIDE BAR also contained some redundant information; the team page contained some information that was also available in the profile pages, and the location information was split between the interactive video feed (news and weather) and the location screen (description and map). The information about people and location could be possibly redesigned to be available in one screen to ease navigation.

[RQ2] Is SIDE BAR easy to use? SIDE BAR was found easy to use and participants did not have problems navigating the application, seeking information about each other or using the communication backchannel. A few participants found it confusing that the navigation menu (Figure 4-(4)) was not accessible from the main interactive video screen but only from the profile screens. This suggests that some improvements in terms of navigating in the app should be made.

[RQ3] Is the use of SIDE BAR during meetings a distraction? Participants responded very differently to this question. To really investigate how the introduction of a tablet-based technology like SIDE BAR changes video meetings, a more thorough study should be made, possibly comparing meetings with SIDE BAR to meetings without. For now, it is hard to say whether such a technology would introduce distractions that would disturb the video meetings.

The evaluation of SIDE BAR also pointed out some areas of improvements. Two participants mentioned that the augmented video feed could display even more information than the current implementation offers, including information from the personal profile pages, and highlighting those relevant for the meeting. Also, one participant suggested that the information exposed by SIDE BAR should be available even outside the meeting session. In the current implementation of SIDE BAR, the personal profiles are available only after login—a procedure that requires an ongoing meeting. The suggestion is particularly interesting to consider as in line with our future plans. In fact, on the one hand, social engagements activities are not limited to the meetings per se, and allowing out-of-meeting usage of SIDE BAR might improve their support. On the other hand, considering that features similar to the ones implemented by SIDE BAR (e.g., personal profiles and communication back channel) are, in some cases, already provided within the ecology of tools used in distributed collaboration projects, integrating existing online social profiles or company chat applications would clearly both facilitate user adoption of the technology as well as increase the chances of finding an industrial partner for performing a field deployment of a company-specific version of SIDE BAR.

VI. DESIGNING FOR SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT

Establishing more personal and non-work relations in collaborative settings is an important part of successful collaboration. This is particularly relevant in distributed and global collaboration in which supporting social engagements is more challenging. Therefore — we argue — the design of technologies for distributed collaboration should incorporate support for this social dimension. This section discusses ways of designing for social engagement in distributed collaboration technologies.

We designed and implemented SIDE BAR based on the three design objectives that the system should: support awareness amongst meeting participants, provide them with opportunities to connect to each other, and integrate with existing technologies and practices. These design goals can be generalized to a model of how to design for social engagement in distributed collaboration, as illustrated in Figure 10. Collaborative technologies should provide support for social engagement through: (i) relational context awareness, (ii) relation building and sharing, and (iii) relationship maintenance. In other words, the core design approach is to design for a mutual awareness of relational context, which may trigger relational building and sharing, which again builds and maintains relationships.

A. Relational Context Awareness

Maintaining an awareness of the nature of relationships between members of an organization is core to social connection making. This happens while overhearing desktop discussions, ad-hoc queries, small exchanges during coffee breaks and in the hallway, and while setting up a meeting. Central to relational context awareness is that people build knowledge about each other and the relationships they are involved in. Design for relational context awareness is evident in architectural design of office space, which is designed with open space where people easily can see and overhear each other, and the office layout is designed so that people easily ‘bump into’ each other. Similarly, the use of shared artifacts like visible post-it notes, print-outs or drawings on a shared wall allows for the same kind of awareness that collocation brings.

When designing technologies for social engagement, relational context awareness is of great importance. Technologies should seek to provide actors with a sense of awareness about each other. SIDE BAR was designed to support relational context awareness by helping people render relevant relationships visible for others, and for people to be able to monitor the relationships of colleagues. The evaluation of SIDE BAR showed that participants appreciated the awareness
and the association between video and personal profiles and the information were actively used in the scenarios.

B. Relation Building and Sharing

A common way to build relationships is the classic team building exercises, company dinners or similar social activities. These activities are all explicitly designed to bring people together within a non-work context. One a more daily basis, informal talks around a shared office space helps establish and maintain connections between people.

Collaborative technologies should seek to provide users with opportunities for building and sharing relations. SIDEBAR provides users with a communication backchannel in video meetings. This channel is accessible from the personal profiles, providing an easy link from the relational context awareness information. As one participant put it, “...this [technology] could replace a kick off meeting” which fits well with the intention of designing for relationship building.

C. Relationships Maintenance

Once connections have been established, they need to be maintained and remembered. Often people keep specific artifacts such as pictures, tokens, prizes, diplomas, toys, and award medals from e.g. team building activities as souvenirs and reminders of specific relationships. However, more active involvement is often required to maintain relationships and keep them alive. Social media such as Facebook and Twitter, for example, encourages users to regularly update their online profiles with current information about their doings, interests, and whereabouts etc.

![Design guidelines for social engagement](image.png)

Fig. 10. Design guidelines for social engagement. The core design approach is to design for a mutual awareness of relational context, which may trigger relational building and sharing, which again builds and maintains relationships.

In summary, technology should provide relational context awareness, giving access to relationship building and sharing, which in turn promotes relationship maintenance and thereby creating new awareness. If these three processes are supported, a positive spiral of social engagement is achieved in a collaborative setting. By tapping into the design model shown in Figure 10, SIDEBAR is designed to integrate with existing videoconferencing equipment while providing continuous support for social engagement.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented SIDEBAR: a videoconferencing system with a special focus on supporting social engagement. Through the use of face tracking, SIDEBAR offers an interactive mirrored video feed of the ongoing videoconference on tablets, which allows meeting participants to seek information about each other and engage in backchannel conversations. SIDEBAR was designed in a user-centered design process involving a software company implemented in a functional prototype. A preliminary study of SIDEBAR showed that participants found the system easy to use and appreciated both the interactions using an augmented video feed as well as the introduction of a communication backchannel. Based on the design and evaluation of SIDEBAR, we presented three guidelines for the design of technology supporting social engagement revolving around the concepts of relational context awareness, relation building and sharing, and relationship maintenance. In the future, we plan to integrate SIDEBAR into a larger suite of tools for distributed software engineering and evaluate the system in a larger study.
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INTRODUCTION
In todays globalized business world, distributed collaboration is becoming ever more widespread. This trend has been enabled by new and faster technologies that allow distributed co-workers to instantly connect across distances. One such strong enabling technology is videoconferencing. From the early ages of the internet where bandwidth was limited and video quality as a result suffered, the video has evolved into a ubiquitous technology with high resolution and low latency. As a high communication bandwidth channel, video is well suited for distributed collaboration where complex tasks are solved collaboratively by co-workers across different countries.

However, video is not without shortcomings and studies have shown that videoconferencing is often conducted as part of a shared experience [5]. When people meet using video it is often with a specific task or purpose at hand. As a result, there is a need for integrating videoconferencing with other systems that are used in such arrangements [26]. Likewise, traditional videoconferencing systems often are only designed for planned meetings, thus, not supporting the nuanced awareness information that lies in seeing and informally interacting with co-workers in a shared office space [2].

One particular area of work in which video communication is central is distributed agile software development. Agile development like scrum puts an emphasis on close collaboration and frequent meetings and in order to achieve such arrangement in a distributed environment video is essential [19]. Often central to the scrum process is the scrum board around which many other scrum practices revolve [18]. The board serves two main functions; during the daily meetings it is used to guide the discussion, and during the everyday work
it is used as a passive information radiator. The scrum board thus is an example of a tool which is not used for one specific task but as a supporting artifact over many collaborative practices. While concerns have been raised with respect to replacing physical task boards with digital counterparts [23], a recent study suggests that companies will adopt and use technological solutions as their scrum board [3] and technological readiness is emerging in the modern business world of distributed software development [1].

In this paper, we present the design, implementation and evaluation of the dBoard – a digital scrum board designed specifically for distributed agile software development teams. The dBoard is shown in figure 1; it is designed to function as an information radiator, a media-space and as a scrum meeting support tool providing support for seamless transitions between these modes. Instead of separating videoconferencing and scrum board, the dBoard integrates these two by superimposing the scrum board specific user interface elements onto a full screen video-channel. We implemented the dBoard as a web-application that runs on large multitouch-enabled screens and conducted an initial scenario-based user evaluation with scrum practitioners which succeeds in revealing that participants found the dBoard both useful and easy to use.

In the remainder of this paper we present related works relevant to the design of the dBoard. We then report on the ethnographic field studies of a distributed agile software development team that helped us inform the design of the dBoard. We describe the features and implementation of the dBoard and report on a scenario-based user evaluation with scrum practitioners. Finally, we conclude by discussing the results and by suggesting the potential for this kind of collaborative video systems as an innovative way of designing videoconferencing system for distributed collaboration.

RELATED WORK
The dBoard builds on different research on immersive teleconferencing, media spaces and scrum boards. In this section we therefore review related works in these areas.

Immersive Teleconferencing
The idea of superimposing a shared user interface on top of videoconferencing has been researched previously but largely as a way of preserving eye-contact or conveying gestures to provide more immersive teleconferencing. Early prototypes demonstrated how to preserve eye-contact and convey gestures in shared drawing applications. ClearBoard [15] for example, was designed based on a metaphor of looking through and drawing on a transparent window into another office. This line of research have since been extended to include systems that capture the image of a user through half-silvered screens to provide parallax free videoconferencing systems that convey eye contact [17, 25]. Recently, advanced prototypes have taken a step further, using 3d-sensors in conjunction with cameras to capture people and provided interfaces in which 3d realistic representations of participants are presented blended with user interface elements [13, 27]. Despite such focus on gaze and gesture, these systems demonstrate an idea in which videoconferencing and task specific user interfaces can be combined into one technology instead of keeping each tool in its own window or on separate screens.

Media Spaces
Traditional videoconferencing setups have mostly been designed for planned meetings however, in collocated environments, much information is conveyed outside meetings by being aware of the presence of nearby colleagues or during informal talks outside scheduled meetings. This fact has been recognized by system designers who have proposed videoconferencing systems capable of providing such awareness information. Portholes [8] demonstrated an early version of such system where still images were broadcasted throughout an office space to provide co-workers sitting in different offices with awareness of each other. The PARC media space [2] and VideoWindow [11] connect different offices using live video. More recently, systems such as MirrorSpaces [21] and Pêle-Mêle [12] further explored the concept of media spaces by offering always-on video systems that take into account the proximity of people to the system screen as a means of altering the video. This is especially interesting in the context of this paper as the dBoard incorporates proximity awareness to mediate between the modalities of active meeting and passive awareness tool.

Scrum Board
The scrum board has been recognized as an important artifact in the scrum development framework. The board works as a boundary object, helps reduce the amount of articulation work [20] and serves as a central artifact around which other scrum practices revolve [18]. Despite the fact that several commercial products offer digital versions of the board, less studies have been dedicated to such solutions. Sharp et. al. argue that transitioning to digital task boards can become problematic as some affordances of the traditional task board lie in the fact that it is physical [23]. Nonetheless, Boden et. al. have shown how their implementation of the concept of articulation spaces were appropriated to be used as a scrum board for a collocated software development team [3]. Finally, Rubart has proposed using an interactive tabletop-based scrum board as a tool for collocated scrum [22]. However, in general research on scrum boards is scarce and little is known about how to design scrum boards for distributed teams.

In summary, previous studies have investigated from a technological perspective how to address the problems of integrating video and task specific applications or creating media spaces for informal communication and awareness in distributed collaboration. In this paper, we draw on these works, bring them together and into the domain of distributed scrum to develop the dBoard – a combined videoconferencing system and collaborative scrum board.

DESIGN
The dBoard is designed as part of a larger project studying the work of distributed software developers¹. The motivation of

¹The anonymized project is a research project dedicated to studying global software development.
designing the dBoard came partly from the related work we described and partly from a set of ethnographic field studies of distributed software developers, and the design was done in a user-centered iterative design process. In total, four different companies were involved in the studies and design process.

Field Studies of Distributed Software Development
Field studies of distributed software development have been undertaken in four different companies, involving sites in Denmark, Philippines and India. Different findings from these studies have been reported elsewhere [1, 9, 16] but, in this paper, we focus on how these studies informed the dBoard.

Common to the studies was that software development was set up as an agile process across distributed team members. Hence, the goal was to adopt an agile software development methodology in which software developers should work as a coherent scrum team of people, despite their physical and temporal separation. All field studies applied participant observations in which we observed daily work and meetings of the developers and conducted onsite interviews of team members.

Our observations identified a set of recurrent challenges in running an agile, distributed software development process. First, the agile methodology encourages team members to do a short and efficient daily stand-up meeting for easy and low-level coordination. Such meeting should take place in the shared workspace of the team in front of the scrum board and should not exceed more than 15 minutes. However, once the team is distributed, setting up and running daily stand-up meetings was cumbersome and often impossible. The problems often were related to the lack of proper tool support in the right location – both for video meetings and for handling tasks on a scrum board. For example, a team distributed between Denmark and India would try to meet at the same time each day (9:45 CET in Denmark and 1:15 PM in India). For this to happen, the team first had to go to dedicated videoconferencing rooms at each site. Then they had to set up the videoconference call and all the software development tools needed. The meetings were usually initiated by an Indian developer setting up all the required systems and then calling the Danish side. The team used a traditional videoconferencing setup in conjunction with the HP Application Lifecycle Manager (ALM) system to manage and update their tasks. As this application was not designed for collaborative use, the scrum master – who was located in Denmark – controlled the ALM application while the team in India used VPN and Remote Desktop Connection to connect to the scrum master’s computer and project the application onto a screen next to the videoconferencing screen. As such, the amount of work needed to set up and conduct a stand-up meeting was extremely demanding, and, when the experienced developer was not around to start the meeting, we observed how the others struggled to get the videoconferencing, ALM, VPN and Remote Desktop Connection up and running. Hence, these meetings were far from the ideal agile stand-up meeting taking place in the developers’ workspace and only lasting 15 minutes.

A second recurring challenge we observed in the distributed teams was the lack of mutual awareness, especially outside the daily stand-up meetings. In one instance for example, two Indian developers were working on the same bug. When using a traditional scrum board in a collocated team workspace, such a situation would seldom happen, since a developer would physically go to the board and move the ‘bug ticket’ from one column to another, thereby signaling a status change. However, in the distributed setup there was no way for a developer to notice such a change if not explicitly communicated. To account for this lack of awareness between the developers, the lead developer located in Denmark contacted the Indian developers on a daily basis using instant messaging. This process allowed him to get an overview of the status of work, but this information then only resided with him and no mutual awareness amongst team members was maintained.

Designing the dBoard
Based on the field studies we designed the dBoard as an augmented version of the traditional physical one. We first built a prototype that integrated video and scrum board features into one single tool designed to run on a large multitouch surface. This prototype was presented to a company that works with distributed scrum in a workshop. Based on the feedback from this workshop we formulated the following set of guidelines that was used to guide the final design and implementation of the dBoard. Namely, the dBoard should:

- Provide active support during scrum meetings
- Function as an information radiator
- Give awareness about the presence of remote co-workers
- Seamlessly transition between information and awareness radiator and meeting support tool
- Integrate with existing software engineering tools
- Be easily movable and deployable
- Provide mechanisms for ensuring the privacy feeling of the users.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The dBoard is a combined videoconferencing and scrum board tool that is designed to support distributed agile software developers. The dBoard is designed to work in pairs; two dBoards should be setup at the locations of two collaborating parties connecting these locations with video and audio. The main feature of the dBoard is its videoconferencing ability which functions as a window to another office. On top of this video-window, a synchronized digital touch-enabled scrum board is superimposed. Furthermore, the scrum board senses when people are in front of a board and adjusts its behavior accordingly. In this section we describe these features in detail.

Video Window
The dBoard applies a ‘window’ metaphor to its videoconferencing features. The whole background of the dBoard user interface is a large video stream from a connected dBoard designed to give the feeling that can be experienced when looking through a window into another office. All other user interface elements such as the scrum board and the menus are
placed on top of this video. Similar to a media space [2], the dBoard video is always on and is started automatically when the application is started. The dBoard also captures and streams audio from a connected microphone. This always-on feature makes the initiating of a meeting as simple as walking up to a board. To get the attention of people at the location of another dBoard, we implemented a ‘knock knock’ feature. When a user performs a knocking gesture on the board, a knocking sound is played at the other board signaling that someone requests attention.

Information Radiator
The state of the dBoard is kept synchronized across the two connected boards. All task movements on one board are immediately updated on the other in a WYSIWIS [24] fashion. As in traditional videoconferencing setups, the camera on the dBoard is mounted on top of the stand, which makes it impossible to point to specific tasks due to the parallax. To address this issue we implemented interaction awareness on the screen. When a user drags a task, the task is highlighted in red on both boards. When a user touches anywhere else on the board, a small red pointer is shown on both boards. Furthermore, as described later, the dBoard is synchronized with existing software development tracking systems such that the board is automatically updated even if tasks are updated from outside of the dBoard system.

We built a prototype of the dBoard mounted on a wheeled stand that can easily be moved anywhere. Alternatively, the screen of the dBoard can be setup using a wall display. The important aspect that is highlighted is, that the hardware of the dBoard system can be setup in many configurations as it doesn’t require any specially engineered hardware or large physical space which allows the dBoard to be deployed in the place that best fits its needs or that would be chosen for placing a physical board – for example among the developers.

Task Management
The scrum board elements of the dBoard are superimposed onto the full screen video stream from the other dBoard (see Figure 2). The scrum board is organized as a traditional physical board; tasks are represented as small digital post-it notes that are arranged into columns representing their state and rows representing the user story they belong to. As some tasks do not belong to specific user stories and as some user stories do not contain any tasks, we implemented a Unassociated row where all such items are placed. The tasks display information about their name, their type, the user story they belong to, their description and the person assigned to it as seen in Figure 3. Tasks can be repositioned using touch, and dragging a task from one column to another changes its state. Tasks can be placed anywhere on the board and do not ‘snap’ into position when dropped allowing users to arrange the tasks on the board in a similar way that post-it notes can be arranged on a physical board. The progress update of tasks thus also follows those on a physical board; tasks are moved from one column to another as they are being completed. To assign a task to a developer, users can tap the task’s name or user icon to access a dropdown list of people to whom the task can be assigned. The dBoard shows all tasks and user stories
for one sprint at a time. When signing in to the application, users select which sprint to work on.

We also implemented a number of options to filter and sort the tasks on the board. Two filter menus can be used to highlight specific tasks based on two parameters: user and user story. When a user selects a user or user story filter, the dBoard opacifies all tasks that do not match the given filter. As tasks can be dragged around the board and positioned anywhere we also implemented two ways to sort the board. When sorting, tasks are automatically positioned in the row and column of the scrum board layout that correspond to their state and user story. To sort the entire board, a user can tap the sorting button in the menu. To sort only a specific tile (i.e. row/column intersection), the user can tap and hold that tile. As the state of the board is kept synchronized across the two connected sites, sorting in one end results in tasks on the other board being sorted as well. Lastly, we implemented a user mode to the board. By tapping the user mode button in the menu, the dBoard rearranges itself to show users as rows rather than user stories. This means that all tasks are re-positioned to be located in the row representing the user they belong to. Tapping this button again brings the board back to show user stories as rows.

**Detailed Task Information**

Tasks on the dBoard are deliberately designed to be small post-it notes-like elements. These notes contain the very basic information about the task however; to access detailed information users can bring up a side panel. The panel (Figure 4) slides in from the right side of the board when a user performs a tap-and-hold gesture on a task or a user story and it contains much more detailed information about the task. The side panel contains: task name, full description, state information and legal states, time estimate and change history list. From the side panel a user can change the time estimate by performing a dragging gesture on the progress bar or change the state by tapping one of the legal state buttons. The side panel can be hidden again by performing a swipe gesture on it.

**Proxemic Interaction**

To provide seamless transition between awareness tool and meeting tool, the video of the dBoard is automatically blurred and de-blurred and the audio turned on and off by sensing proximity of people. If no people are in front of the dBoards at both ends, the video is blurred and the audio is turned off. If people are present at only one of the dBoards, the video is blurred less in both ends while the audio is kept turned off. If people are present in both ends, the video is completely un-blurred and the audio is turned on. The blur is used to enhance visibility of the scrum board – when blurred, the contours in the video are washed out and the colors are faded thus bringing forward the non-blurred user interface elements of the scrum board. Furthermore, the audio is only turned on if people are present at both end to ensure that the dBoard does not become too much of a distraction if placed in a busy working environment. While blur has been shown to be able to provide the balance between awareness and privacy [4], we also implemented a privacy button that instead of blurring the video removes it altogether until people are present at both boards. Figure 5 shows a cutout of the dBoard without blur, with blur and with privacy enabled.

To provide transparency to users with respect to what the dBoard senses, the proximity button in the menu changes
color based on the state of the sensing. When green, the button signals that the dBoard has sensed one or more people in front of the board, yellow signals that the sensing is running but no people are seen, while flashing red signals a disconnection to the sensing application. This information is also available when tapping the button; in this case a dropdown appears in which the colors are explained in more detail and the current state is highlighted. This dropdown also contains a calibration button that can be used to calibrate the sensing application in case of erroneous sensing.

Synchronization
All sprints, user stories, tasks, bugs and users are synchronized with a Microsoft Team Foundation Server (TFS) installation. We chose this platform as it is a widely adopted software management platform. The synchronization makes sure that all information on the dBoard is taken from a TFS instance and that all changes made either on the dBoard or on another system are kept synchronized across the dBoards and TFS. In case of inconsistency between the dBoard and TFS due to network problems, TFS is considered the master. As explained later, we implemented the dBoard to be able to integrate to other software management systems as well.

IMPLEMENTATION
The dBoard system consists of the two main parts: the dBoard, which is the board itself; and the backend which handles communication between dBoards and integration with external tools. This section presents the implementation of these parts.

dBoard
The dBoard hardware consists of a large high-resolution screen with a PQ Labs multitouch overlay. A connected high-definition camera and a quality microphone captures video and audio. All the hardware is mounted on a movable stand and all components are connected to a fan-less computer strapped to the stand. The setup ensures that setting up and starting the dBoard is as simple as moving it to the desired location and plugging in power. The Kinect v2 sensor used to sense proximity to the board is mounted between the wheels of the stand. Alternatively, the components can be dismounted from the stand the screen hanged on a wall.

On startup, the dBoard launches the dBoard frontend application in fullscreen. The dBoard frontend is an HTML5 and JavaScript application built with AngularJS and a designed for Google Chrome. Two connected dBoards send and receive video and audio using WebRTC, which is a peer-to-peer based JavaScript framework while all other information (such as tasks and user stories and state information) is communicated through the server using websockets.

Proximity Sensing
The dBoard senses proximity with a Microsoft Kinect v2 attached between the wheels of the system. The Kinect is accessed through the official .NET SDK in a C# application which analyzes skeletal information and depth frames to infer human presence. Depth frames are used in addition to skeletal tracking as it is possible for people to stand too close to the dBoard for the Kinect to pick up skeletal information. The depth frames are analyzed in two ways: large frame-by-frame pixel changes suggest movement in front of the sensor and a large summed difference between the current frame and a calibration frame suggests proximity. In case presence information is sensed for an extended period of time without any movements happening, the application assumes that a non-human artifact (such as a chair) has been placed in view of the camera and the application recalibrates automatically. A menu button also allows to manually request a recalibration of the proximity sensing application. All presence information is sent to the dBoard web application over a websocket.

Backend
As shown in Figure 6 the dBoard backend consists of three main components: (i) a Node.js web server, (ii) a Microsoft Team Foundation Server (TFS), and (iii) the activity-centered infrastructure NooSphere [14] with a plugin to communicate with the TFS instance.

The Node.js server is responsible for serving the AngularJS web application to the dBoards along with facilitating web socket connections for task and interface synchronization between the boards and the backend. Any change made on the dBoard is reflected in NooSphere which in turn reflected on the TFS and vice versa. In case of conflict, the TFS will always take precedence. NooSphere exposes all scrum activities (i.e., sprints, user stories, tasks, bugs and users) through a RESTful web interface. We added this extra layer on top of TFS as it allows for easily changing the task tracking software from TFS to, e.g., Jira without modifying the rest of the application. Changing or adding task management systems can be done by writing a plugin. Other tools would then in turn also be able to access the same data in NooSphere making it an infrastructure able to support other collaborative tools.

STUDY
To evaluate the concepts behind the design of the dBoard and collect user feedback, we conducted a scenario-based user evaluation [6]. The goals of this study were to (i) observe how participants would use the system for performing ad-hoc and standup meetings, (ii) elicit user input on the perceived usefulness and ease of use of the dBoard, and (iii) gather feedback on the main features provided by the dBoard.

Participants
The study was conducted by contacting local software development companies to participate to a workshop in our lab. In
the workshops we would have demonstrated the dBoard and they would have had the opportunity to try it out first hand. Strong requirements for their selection were that (i) they did not participate in the design stages and (ii) their team had to be using scrum to run their projects. Three different companies participated in the study for a total of seven people ($\mu = 30.5, \sigma = 4.53$). Participants reported to be experienced agile and scrum practitioners, their seniority ranges from 6 months to 10 years ($\mu = 4.3; \sigma = 3.98$). Among them, 2 cover scrum master roles, 2 product owner roles, and the rest varies from developers to testers.

Method

As shown in Figure 7, the setup comprised one board placed on the stand depicted in Figure 1 and one displayed on a large wall display located in our lab. This decision was taken to highlight the flexibility of the hardware form factor of the dBoard. The workshop was divided into four parts: (i) an introduction to the dBoard in which the participants were welcomed to the study, signed an informed consent form, filled out a demographic questionnaire, and were given a detailed presentation of the dBoard features; (ii) a hands-on session in which the participants were invited to experiment with the two different dBoards; (iii) a session in which we asked participants to act in two different scenarios; and, (iv) a closing group discussion in which participants, after completing a short survey, were asked to reflect on the dBoard and elaborate on their survey answers by providing additional insights and feedback.

The two scenarios were chosen from common activities in traditional distributed scrum teams. Scenario I required the participants to first perform a simple design task (i.e., select a template for a website design based on inspirations from existing websites); update the status of the task on the dBoard; and, contact the remote team (enacted by confederates [6]) to communicate that the design task was completed as well as seek information about the progress on the remote site. Scenario II simulated a standup meeting; participants were given a script describing the role of the enacted character (one of which was the scrum master dictating the pace of the meeting), the work done on the previous day, the one planned for the coming day, and whether there were some impediments or clarifications required from the remote site.

The survey was constructed based on the technology acceptance model (TAM) [7] to which four questions were added to assess the usefulness of specific dBoard features (i.e., video-conferencing, scrum board, privacy through proxemic, and ‘knock knock’). In line with what has been used in [7], each question was measured with a seven-point Likert scale$^2$.

Results

Figure 8 depicts an overview of the results of the questionnaire on the perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and usefulness of the different features of the system. The numbers in the bars represent the amount of participants that selected a given score.

$^2$Likert scale parameters: (1) extremely likely, (2) quite likely, (3) slightly likely, (4) neither, (5) slightly unlikely, (6) quite unlikely, (7) extremely unlikely.
Perceived Usefulness

Even though overall participants scored positively the usefulness of the dBoard, on average they remained quite neutral with answers that varied across participants. In particular, they reported to be uncertain about the ability of the dBoard to enable them to accomplish tasks more quickly (P.Usf₁: $\bar{x} = 4$, iqr = 2); a pattern that is repeated across the next four questions related to the ability of the system to: improve performance (P.Usf₂: $\bar{x} = 3$, iqr = 0); improve productivity (P.Usf₃: $\bar{x} = 3$, iqr = 1,5); enhance effectiveness on the job (P.Usf₄: $\bar{x} = 3$, iqr = 0); and, make it easy to do the job (P.Usf₅: $\bar{x} = 3$, iqr = 1,5). Nonetheless, on a more direct question about the usefulness of the dBoard in their job, the participants scored the dBoard very positively (P.Usf₆: $\bar{x} = 1$, iqr = 1). Compared to the remaining questions – especially with the group on feature usefulness – these results appear contradicting; therefore, we will provide a possible explanation in the Discussion Section by interpreting further these mixed results.

Perceived Ease of Use

All participants managed to appropriate the system with more or less confidence in a very brief time period (P.EoU₁: $\bar{x} = 2$, iqr = 1); they reported the dBoard to be very easy to operate (P.EoU₂: $\bar{x} = 1$, iqr = 1) and to use (P.EoU₃: $\bar{x} = 2$, iqr = 1). The analogy with the post-it notes often used in physical scrum boards was well received; participants appreciated the flexibility provided by the dBoard in terms of freely arranging tasks at arbitrary locations (P.EoU₄: $\bar{x} = 2$, iqr = 1,5). However, even though still scored positively, the overall interaction with the dBoard received some negative scores (P.EoU₅: $\bar{x} = 2$, iqr = 1,5); a trend visible also in the question related to the easiness with which participants could make the dBoard act as desired (P.EoU₆: $\bar{x} = 3$, iqr = 2,5). These less aligned results will be further analyzed in the Discussion Section.

Feature Usefulness

When confronted with more specific questions about the usefulness of the different features provided by the dBoard, participants provided very positive scores. Especially with regards to the videoconferencing capabilities, all participants considered this feature extremely useful (Videoconference: $\bar{x} = 1$, iqr = 0) and provided comments like:

- “The entire video is really cool – really helpful.” – P3
- “You are actually interacting with your colleagues that you do not normally see.” – P5

The scrum board features were also received very well (Scrum board: $\bar{x} = 1$, iqr = 1); participants found the integration with TFS to be an essential feature for a digital version of a scrum board as it represents the main shortcoming of the physical counterpart, and they saw a significant value in the affordances provided by the dedicated setup mimicking physical scrum boards. One participant stated:

- “One of the things I like of a Scrum board like this is that you have not the digital but the post-its like interactions, and you can walk up there, take a task up here, and put it over here. I know you can do it on your computer—it might be easier—but I just like that feeling, I like to be able to do that.” – P5

Moreover, the simplicity of the scrum board representation was also appreciated; as one of the participants ironically pointed out:

- “[speaking about a feature] it is definitely also there [in Jira], but it would take a couple of days to find out where.” – P7

In relation to the proxemic feature of the dBoard to support gradual engagement and privacy, participants were less satisfied (‘Proxemic’: $\bar{x} = 3$, iqr = 1,5). If on the one hand, they valued the ability of mitigating the disturbance of a constant video feed from a large display through video blurring and sound removal:

- “Without the blur, it would be like in a sport bar during a soccer match where everyone’s attention is captivated by the game being streamed.” – paraphrasing P2
- “I like the idea that when one team is working, they can see when a person is at the board.” – P4

On the other hand, the quick and automatic de-blurring of the video feed due to the detection of presence on the remote site was considered by some as potentially distracting.

Finally, the ‘knock knock’ feature was also very well received (‘Knock knock’: $\bar{x} = 1$, iqr = 1) insomuch that they suggested additional applications for it, as it will be presented in the Discussion Section. One participant stated:

- “[... we use Slack for things like do you have time for a Skype call?]. And that is basically the ‘knock knock’ right, so I think you got it pretty good there!” – P3

DISCUSSION

We designed and implemented the dBoard to support different aspects of distributed agile software development. The design of the dBoard aimed to reduce the costs of conducting distributed standup meetings, getting awareness information and informally meeting with distant co-workers to resolve issues. The evaluation of the dBoard revealed a general high level of perceived usefulness and ease of use and several questions and comments were raised. In this section, we discuss the results of the evaluation and suggest that future collaborative systems might benefit from adopting the concept blending video and user task specific user interfaces.

The evaluation of the usefulness of the dBoard showed some mixed results. On one hand, the overall usefulness and the four distinct features of the dBoard were rated highly useful. On the other hand, the TAM specific usefulness parameters received more moderate results. We speculate that this difference is caused by the way the TAM scale is constructed. The scale evaluates perceived usefulness based on parameters such as performance, productivity and effectiveness. The dBoard is a multi-purpose tool designed to support a wide range of collaborative activities in distributed scrum; from the planned meetings, over information radiating to the informal presence awareness. These functions have not been designed
with a specific focus on improving speed or effectiveness but as a way of supporting a long term collaborative practice.

While results of the evaluation showed some divergence in the perceived usefulness, the results pointed to a general high level of ease of use. The dBoard, however, still suffers from a few performance issues that can affect ease of use which was also reflected in the evaluation scores of the TAM (P\text{Eu}_2 and P\text{Eu}_3). During the evaluations, some interactions with the board such as dragging multiple items simultaneously around or performing swipe gestures suffered from ‘lagging’. Despite the computational power of today, we experienced that implementing such a complex collaborative application as a web application could cause some performance bottlenecks. We believe however, that with the speed at which modern computers and browsers are evolving, transitioning to implementing rich collaborative tools as web applications is a promising direction. This has the main advantage that web applications are easy to deploy, they can be used on any operating system and can be updated by deploying a new version on the server rather than forcing users to manually update their applications.

The features of the dBoard that were scored in the evaluation were also very well received. During the evaluation however, several issues and suggestions for improvements were raised by the participants. A common theme of the participants’ feedback was related to what happens if too much information is presented on the dBoard. Indeed, if lots of user stories and tasks are placed on the board, there’s a risk of covering most of the video. Another line of comments was related to the usage of proxemics. Several participants mentioned that they would prefer to have the de-blurring of video triggered by the knock-knock feature rather than the proxemic interaction. We do believe however, that using proximity on the board is valuable as it allows for more than binary operations and it would allow adopting behavior that is based on the number of people sensed. Finally, some participants suggested that the dBoard should be able to include more sites. This is interesting and opens up new questions related to how to handle and position the videos from many participants and how to handle e.g. knock knock.

**Collaborative Videos**

Based on our work of designing, implementing and evaluating the dBoard, we argue that combining video with collaborative user interfaces using a ‘collaborative window’ metaphor in which the application is superimposed onto the video is a promising design guideline for collaborative applications. While such systems have been designed and implemented before (e.g. [25, 27]), this has mostly been with a focus on conveying eye-contact, gaze and gestures in video mediated communication. In this work, investigated the creation of a compelling collaborative application for a specific domain rather than solving the problems of eye-contact and gestures. Despite the camera parallax that exists in the dBoard, we believe that the idea of blending video and task specific user interface carries great value. In particular, we argue that such applications allows for a richer collaborative experience as they don’t require users to constantly switch attention from the video to the tasks at hand.

These user interfaces however also open up for other questions. While we have demonstrated with the dBoard an example of combining video and a scrum board the question arises of how these two user interface layers relate to each other. In the example of SideBar for instance, the overlay is linked to the video by means of image processing [10] but in the dBoard there is no connection between video and overlay. An interesting line of research would be to investigate how to relate the layers to each other in a meaningful way. One example that could solve the observation made by several participants related to the amount of information on the screen could be to use image processing to arrange the user interface in such a way that it does not cover the place in the video where people are.

In the future, we are planning to keep developing the dBoard and to gather more feedback from practitioners. We are also pursuing the idea of designing more collaborative applications build on the metaphor of a collaborative window to gather more evidence on how such systems are able to support distributed collaboration. Lastly, we are looking into how such systems can be extended to include more than two sites.

**CONCLUSION**

In this paper we presented the design, implementation and evaluation of the dBoard – a digital distributed scrum board that blends together videoconferencing and scrum task management. This is achieved by bringing them together in a setup where the scrum board specific elements are superimposed onto the video. The dBoard was designed to provide support both as a passive information radiator from which the state of work can be collected, as a media space proving awareness about the presence of remote co-workers, and as an active meeting support tool. By sensing the proximity of people the dBoard provides a way to seamlessly switch between these three modes of operations.

We designed the dBoard based on observations of distributed scrum practices and implemented the system as a web application that runs on large multitouch enabled screens. The dBoard was evaluated in a scenario based setting with experienced scrum practitioners. The evaluation revealed that users found the dBoard both useful and easy to use. In particular, the combination of video and scrum board was very well received. Based on this work, we argue that adopting the metaphor of a ‘collaborative window’ as a means of designing collaborative videoconferencing systems can lead to new and interesting applications supporting distributed collaboration.
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INTRODUCTION
Agile software development practices such as Scrum are increasingly adopted in many software companies and have proven to facilitate more efficient delivery of software according to budget, time and quality [24]. Central to the Scrum methodology is the daily Scrum meeting: a practice in which software developers meet in front of a physical Scrum board situated in the team’s shared workspace. The Scrum board is typically a simple whiteboard with post-it notes that provides an overview of the pending, ongoing, and finished software development tasks (e.g., feature implementations, enhancements or bug fixes). The Scrum board is updated during the daily Scrum meeting and represents the pivotal mechanism for coordination, communication, and status awareness in a Scrum team. As such, the Scrum board has three main features: (i) it is a task management tool providing information about tasks and their status, (ii) it is a tool guiding communication during the daily Scrum meeting, and (iii) it works as an information radiator from which it is easy to get information about the progress of work during the work day.

The features of the Scrum board rely heavily on collocation of the team members and the Scrum board: task management can only be done on the physical board in the team room, the daily Scrum meeting takes place in front of the board, and the team members must be collocated with the board for it to work as an information radiator. However, software development is increasingly being carried out across geographically distributed teams, and due to its success, Scrum is being applied in distributed arrangements as well [10]. In distributed software development setups, members of a Scrum team rely on computer mediated communication technologies to facilitate standup meetings as, rather than being collocated, the team is spread across different offices, countries, and potentially time zones. Studies of distributed Scrum have shown that videoconferencing is a core enabling technology – both large group videoconferencing as well as personal one-on-one video calls [11, 15]. However, videoconferencing technologies are not integrated with the other tools required dur-
ing the meetings. In fact, videoconferencing often happens in connection with a shared task [4], and there is a need for systems that integrate videoconferencing and with the tools used during meetings [22].

This paper presents a longitudinal study of the Scrum work practices of a distributed software team working across two sites in Denmark and Germany, while employing different technologies. The study is divided into two main parts: the first part focused on obtaining a detailed understanding of the challenges arising when moving from a collocated Scrum setup to a distributed one; the second part revolved around a field deployment of the dBoard [1], which was deployed to support the Scrum practice across the two sites. The purpose of this study was twofold as it focused on the support provided by the dBoard in both the collocated setup as well as the distributed.

This study of distributed Scrum revealed a set of challenges of which some were addressed by the dBoard. For example, a traditional Scrum board is easy to use and access—it’s just a whiteboard—whereas setting up remote video links and task management software is rather cumbersome and often disrupts the easy flow of a Scrum meeting. In this respect, the dBoard was much more straightforward deploy and use. However, the study also revealed a set of more fundamental challenges which were not addressed by the dBoard. For example, the organizational and physical set up of the Scrum processes and the board is important for the Scrum process to work. And if a tool like the dBoard is not physically and organizationally embedded into the offices and work practices of the team, it cannot work properly.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Scrum is a software development framework that suggests a number of practices to structure work, team and meetings [19]. One central meeting in the framework is the Scrum meeting, also referred to as the ‘daily Scrum’ or ‘standup meeting’. The Scrum meeting is a short meeting usually held every day in the morning in which participants are encouraged to stand up to prevent meetings prolongation. The purpose of the meeting is to get a daily status on the sprint and the meeting follows a simple pattern. All team members present three things: what they have been doing since the last meeting, what they will be working on and whether they see any impediments to their work. The Scrum meeting is not only effective for giving awareness of how the team is progressing but also helps in both the day-to-day coordination of the Scrum team [16] and in the co-articulation, i.e., the process of articulating ones actions in response to a team members daily report [13].

During the meetings it is customary for many teams to use a Scrum board. Containing all the tasks in a sprint (those that have been completed, those in progress and those where work still has not begun), the Scrum board provides an overview of the sprint status and thus acts as a tool facilitating the meeting. As such, the Scrum board helps reducing articulation work during a Scrum meeting [16].

In distributed Agile Scrum where a Scrum team is partly distributed across several locations, a core and recurring question is how to set up and use the Scrum board. The traditional Scrum board as a white board with post-it notes can only work in a distributed arrangement if the board is maintained and manually synchronized at all locations; alternatively, digital versions of a Scrum board can be used to automatically synchronize the Scrum board across distant sites. Video conferencing systems can also be used to facilitate Scrum meetings across distributed sites, however, even with video technology at hand, the lack of easy access to a collaborative Scrum board can cause a team to abandon the Scrum board altogether [6].

Scrum Boards

The Scrum board has received some focus from academia and has been identified as an important coordination mechanism in terms of handling articulation work [3, 16] and as a learning tool in Scrum [13]. Several products such as Jira¹, TargetProcess², and Microsoft Team Foundation Server³ offer digital Scrum boards and are often the choices selected in companies interested in digital Scrum boards. Such digital Scrum boards have been studied and it has been suggested that digital Scrum boards can have drawbacks compared to physical ones [20], however, a recent study also showed that digital card-walls such as Jira can provide support for distributed teams but also point out that there still does not exist a tool that supports distributed Agile meetings with the wall as a central artifact [9]. While few studies have suggested digitizing the Scrum board [17, 18] or, closely related, utilizing tabletops for Agile planning [8], in terms of field deployments of digital Scrum boards this is still largely an under-explored area. However, in a study of ‘articulation spaces’, Boden et. al. demonstrated willingness to adopt digital tools as means of Scrum boards in collocated software development [3].

In summary, the Scrum board has been identified as an important artifact in the Scrum development framework yet it still remains unclear how to provide support for daily Scrum meeting for distributed Scrum teams that include such a tool. Combined with the importance of videoconferencing for Scrum teams, we see an opportunity to explore an area in which videoconferencing is combined with the digital Scrum board designed for distributed teams.

CASE AND RESEARCH METHODS

Alpha is a small Danish software company that specializes in developing stowage-planning optimization software for the shipping industry. In 2013 Alpha entered a partnership with Beta—a German software provider that develops several products for the shipping industry. In 2014 a 10 year cooperation began in which Alpha was made responsible for the development of one of Beta’s products. This contract resulted

¹https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira
²http://www.targetprocess.com/
in a setup with developers located in both Denmark and Germany. The Danish part of the team consists of seven practitioners (i.e., five developers, the Danish project manager, and the Scrum master). The German part consists of four people (i.e., two developers, the German project manager, and one tester).

Figure 2 outlines the main phases of the study we conducted at Alpha and Beta, and hereafter we present relevant details and main the focus of them. The pre-deployment phase focused on how Alpha appropriated the Scrum practices for their local coordination and communication as well as how the Scrum framework facilitated their cooperation with Beta. This study took place over a period of four and a half months involving total 27 site visits.

In parallel with the pre-deployment study, the dBoard system was configured and enhanced. The core dBoard system was at this point designed [1], but to clarify how the dBoard would fit the technical setup and work practices of Alpha and Beta, we conducted a design workshop in late July. The main requirements that emerged from this workshop were that the dBoard should integrate to their task management system (Microsoft Team Foundation Server (TFS)) and that some additional features related to more detailed task information and task sorting should be included. Relevant findings from the ongoing pre-deployment study were also incorporated into tailoring the dBoard for later deployment in this setup. In December, when the pre-deployment study was concluded, a second workshop was conducted to verify the configuration and adaptation of the dBoard. This was done using a scenario-based evaluation in which two major scenarios were enacted by team members from Alpha and Beta. In particular, we asked participants to enact a standup meeting and an ad-hoc meeting both performed using two separate location to mimic their distributed arrangement.

At the final workshop, it was decided to separate the deployment into two phases: a single-site deployment only including Alpha and a two-sites deployment with both Alpha and Beta. The purpose of the single-site deployment was to evaluate how well the dBoard was supporting Scrum-based task management, including its integration to the Microsoft Team Foundation Server (TFS) system. This initial installation turned out to be a wise approach, since changes and updates to the TFS setup had to be accommodated. The dBoard was deployed in the office of Alpha for two weeks in January ‘15 and, in March, the dBoard system was deployed at both Alpha in and Beta in Germany with the activation of the collaborative features of the system, which were put to test. The focus of this final phase was to observe how the dBoard system helped bridging the geographical gap between Alpha and Beta.

In total, the dBoard was deployed for three months, during which we made 9 site visits: 3 involving only the Danish team and 6 including both teams. The rather small number of site visits as compared to the pre-deployment study was influenced by several factors, which will be described later in the paper. All observations were performed by one person with the exception of two out of the 6 distributed standup meetings, which were observed concurrently by one observer at each side (i.e., one observing the team in Denmark and one observing the one in Germany).

We used empirical qualitative methods throughout our investigations, in particular participants observation and on-site interviews. Extensive note taking and photography was done during site visits, and all observed standup meetings were video recorded. During subsequent analysis, all observation notes were coded independently by two researchers following a grounded theory-inspired approach in iterative coding sessions that allowed concepts to emerge, video recordings were also reviewed and annotated, and important sequences were identified and studied in details by two researchers.

**SCRUM MEETINGS IN ALPHA**

In early 2014, Alpha decided to switch to a Scrum inspired development process and they now follow many of the practices recommended by Scrum. Their development is arranged in sprints, planned during sprint planning meetings. Each sprint consists of a number of user stories broken down into tasks that are assigned to the different developers. The tasks and stories are managed using TFS. The team has also assigned a Scrum master and uses Scrum meeting throughout the sprint.

The Scrum guide suggests Scrum meetings to be held daily [19], however, the Danish team had settled on a model where meetings are arranged on an ad-hoc basis. Usually the meetings were held twice a week; however, when close to a delivery, the team had even less frequent meetings. During our four months observation we observed 27 of these meetings. The meetings were held at 10 AM and were initiated by the Scrum master or the project manager informing that
the daily meeting was about to start. The team then assembled around the Scrum master’s desk which was raised to accommodate standing up (see Figure 3). The Scrum master launched the Scrum board plugin of TFS on his computer. This plugin shows all user stories, tasks and bugs from TFS as post-it notes sorted into rows by the user assigned to them. Meetings were organized as suggested in the Scrum guide; however, the team often engaged in longer discussions during these meetings to address implementation details of the tasks which caused meetings to prolong more than the 15 minutes usually suggested [19].

Results
While the team did not have meetings daily but only twice a week, and even though they included German developers only when visiting the Danish office, it was clear from our observations that the meetings helped the team coordinate their work, gave awareness of the state of the work and were a place for rich knowledge sharing.

The standup meeting provided a fora for the team to share progress and to foster continuous coherent understanding of the project status, which allowed the team members to coordinate, focus, and align their efforts. We observed that the meetings also allowed details to emerge often resulting in prompt identification of issues followed by immediate reactions expressed through brief orders from the project manager (e.g., “make a bug!”). Moreover, close to the end of a sprint, the overview provided by the Scrum board supported quick planning and reorganization of tasks across sprints. For instance, between sprint 7 and 8, the Scrum master in one occasion and the project manager in another requested all team members to act on the non-completed tasks by either completing them quickly or by moving them to the next sprint.

The standup meetings facilitated general awareness within the team. Often the project manager would ask questions like “Is this closed?” or “What is that bug?”, which would draw the team members attention to these tasks on the board and help build an awareness of the status of work among the team members. Furthermore, during meetings it was not uncommon that simple statements from one developer would catch the attention of another team member, who could then add information about the task, hence, adding to the shared awareness of the status of work in the team.

We also observed how the meetings were used extensively for knowledge sharing among the developers. In almost all meetings, discussions involving the specifics of an implementation task emerged frequently. After a person had taken her turn in the meeting explaining what she was working on, the team would initiate a discussion related to these tasks. While Scrum suggests longer discussions to be taken outside daily meetings, we observed how the team preferred to take these during the Scrum meetings even if it meant prolonging them and potentially, but not necessarily, loosing the attention of some participants. The meetings thus facilitated a large amount of knowledge sharing between the developers, which often resulted in clarification of very specific details regarding the implementation.

In line with other studies [24], our observations clearly showed that the Alpha team benefited from conducting regular Scrum meetings. But we also observed and identified a set of challenges related to: (i) the distribution of meetings, (ii) the use of the task management and Scrum software tools, and (iii) the way the meeting was done in terms of physical space and place.

No Distributed Meetings
We observed that meetings primarily included only the Danish staff. Only if team members from Germany were visiting the Danish offices, they would participate in the Scrum meetings. This absence of the German team in the daily meeting caused problems and confusion. In one instance, we observed how a task that was marked as ‘Done’ by a German team member caused confusion, since the Danish team doubted if this task had really been completed. With that developer not present, it was not possible to clarify this doubt until after the meeting. We also observed how the progress of team members in Germany was discussed during the daily meeting. With no team members present from Germany, it was hard for the Danish team to get a complete overview of the status of the sprint and what the German developers were working on. This resulted often in long phone calls between either the two project managers or two specific developers that, due to the task at hand, had to share part of the code base.

Setup Cost of Scrum Board Technology
A specific Scrum board plugin for TFS was used to facilitate the Scrum meetings at Alpha. However, there were several challenges and shortcomings in this tool. First of all, in contrast to a non-digital Scrum board—which has no setup cost—there was a significant overhead of establishing an ‘adequate’ view of the work using the TFS tool. Most of the time in fact, the Scrum master had to abandon what he was doing on his computer, switch to the Scrum board plugin, and set it up. And, if for example, he was compiling code on his computer, the team would have had to wait before they could launch the Scrum board. In more than one case, these ‘setup costs’ caused the meetings to be either delayed, due to
the extra time spent on finding alternative means (e.g., other workstation to run the TFS plugin), or conducted without the use of the Scrum board.

User stories were typically broken down into separate tasks to be worked on by team members. In the TFS Scrum board, both user stories and tasks were displayed side-by-side using color coding to indicate whether it was a task, a user story or a bug. However, the team had problems relating these together, and we observed how team members had to open the details of a user story to understand which tasks were related to that story. The knowledge of the relationship between tasks and user stories is important as, when user stories are broken down into tasks, the progress of implementing a user story can be tracked by the number of related tasks completed.

Inappropriate Space and Place
The physical space and location of the Scrum meeting in the office of Alpha also posed significant challenges. The meetings were conducted by using the TFS Scrum board plugin on the Scrum master’s computer. This resulted in a meeting setup as shown in Figure 3, in which the team members would gather around the Scrum master’s desk and monitor (1). There are several challenges associated with this setup: the space is very limited and does not leave space for team members to stand in front of the display; the display is relatively small and hard (or even impossible) to read from a distance; and, only one person can interact with the board at a time. Figure 3 shows a typical meeting situation: while one person (2) is speaking and gesturing towards the board, another (3) is unable to see the board. To accommodate this problem, the team sometime used a magnification feature to zoom in on the board, but this just made it harder to navigate in the system as it required both scrolling and panning. We also observed how the Scrum master had to turn the display toward the person speaking for that person to see the information on it (e.g., Figure 3 (3)).

In summary, our observations of the daily meeting practices of Alpha provided insights into the benefits of such meetings, while also revealing a set of challenges the team faced. The meetings provided the team with a platform for rich coordination, awareness and knowledge sharing. However, there were also significant challenges encountered regularly during these meetings, specifically related to: the absence of German team members, the setup cost of the Scrum board tool and the constrained physical setup of the meetings in the office space.

DBOARD
The ‘Distributed Scrum Board’ (dBoard) was designed to support distributed software teams in their standup meetings. The dBoard hardware setup is shown in Figure 5 and the software UI is shown in Figure 4. Based on studies of Scrum practices and daily standup meetings at Alpha and other software companies, the dBoard was designed to integrate five core design features into one solution:

- **Virtual Window** – The dBoard should provide a ‘virtual window’ between two remote sites thereby enabling seamless communication between two distributed teams.
- **Scrum Board** – The dBoard should support task management (i.e., user stories) in a Scrum fashion by supporting direct manipulation of ‘virtual post-it notes’ on a grid-like task board.
- **Proximity-based Interaction** – The dBoard should adapt to the environment in which it is situated; in particular, it should adapt to whether people are in front of it or not and to how they are using it.
- **Minimal Setup Costs** – The dBoard should allow people to easily establish meetings with minimal setup costs.
Tool Integration – The dBoard should integrate to relevant digital software engineering tools like issue tracking and Agile project management used in the Scrum practices.

This section provides an overview of the dBoard features. A more detailed description of the technical architecture and the UX design of the dBoard is presented elsewhere [1].

Virtual Window
As shown in Figure 5 and 4, the dBoard is equipped with a 65” display with a 3840 x 2160 resolution, an HD camera and multitouch overlay in combination with a high-quality noise-reducing microphone and loud speakers. This configuration allow to create a ‘virtual window’ [7] in which two sites can see into each others’ offices and engage in conversations in front of the ‘window’. Touch events on the screen are relayed as ‘telepointers’ shown as red dots on both screens (Figure 4 (1)).

Scrum Board
A Scrum board is overlaid on top of the video on the dBoard screen using a content-on-people approach [12, 14] (Figure 4). The Scrum board applies a traditional grid-based layout with user stories represented as rows and development states represented as columns. Tasks are visualized as small ‘virtual post-it notes’—small blocks with minimal information on them (see Figure 4 (2)). The position of a task on the board represents the user story it belongs to (row) and its current state (column). The Scrum board is synchronized across two connected dBoards to show the exact same view in both sites.

Tasks on the board are interactive: a task can be dragged anywhere on the board to update its status; a task can be assigned to another developer just by tapping the name on the task and by selecting a new one from the popup list and, a task-dedicated side panel can be revealed on the right-hand side of the board by using a ‘tap-and-hold’ gesture on the task.

The Scrum board also contains a number of ways to sort and filter the information presented on the board. From the menu (Figure 4 (3)) rows that normally show user stories, can be toggled to organize tasks by users instead. With this feature, it is easy to get an overview of which tasks are assigned to each developer. The dBoard also implements filtering for users and user stories. If a filter is selected, all tasks not belonging to that user or user story are dimmed out. Figure 4 (2) shows the filtering of tasks based on a user and the user filter handle respectively. Finally, the dBoard also supports two different forms of automatic sorting of tasks to re-organize their position and visibility by placing them into the correct row-column cell as well as by stacking them to maximize visibility.

Since the Scrum board runs on top of the virtual window and hence runs in a collaborative mode, the two boards are implementing a WYSIWIG approach [21]. Task movements on one board are updated in real time on the other board. Furthermore, just like telepointers are marked with red dots, a task that is touched and moved is highlighted in red, as shown in Figure 4 (1).

Proximity-based Interaction
By using the Kinect mounted beneath the screen, the dBoard automatically adjusts the video and audio based on the presence of people in front of it. The dBoard has three specific modes of presence: people present in both sides, people present in only one side and people not present in either side. If no people are present at either side, the audio is turned off and video is blurred to the extent that movement is still identifiable but recognizing people is hard. In this mode, the dBoard is designed to work as a Porthole-style awareness window [5]. If people are in front of the board in only one office, the video is slightly less blurred on both dBoards’ and the audio is disabled. Finally, if people are in front of the dBoard in both offices, the full video and audio is turned on. The dBoard also has a ‘privacy button’ that—instead of blurring the video—removes the video entirely if no people are in front of the board. This allows the dBoard to be used only as a passive Scrum board without the potential distractions of the background video feed.

Minimal Setup Costs
The dBoard is designed to conduct daily standup meetings and other meetings in an easy manner without any overhead in terms of setting up video equipment and/or software, or to establish communication links. The dBoard is an always-on, dedicated tool for meetings, and meetings are started (and stopped) automatically when people gather in front of the board. The dBoard application is automatically started and the video and audio link established when the computer is turned on or restarted. All components of the system are mounted on a stand with wheels making the dBoard easy to move around and position in an appropriate place in the office. Hence, there is no need for dedicated ‘video conference
rooms’ and the board can be moved around and placed in different locations of an office just as a physical Scrum board (e.g., on a white board, a wall or on a window).

While the 65”, ultra-high resolution (i.e., 3840 x 2160) monitor used for the dBoard does provide a large amount on screen real-estate, it is still smaller in size than a white board typically used for a physical Scrum board. Indeed, this limits the amount of tasks that can be displayed on the dBoard, however, we chose this approach over multiple screens as it allowed us to mount all components on an easy to move setup that reduces the setup costs of the dBoard.

Finally, the dBoard also implements a ‘knock-knock’ gesture, which allows a user to knock on the screen (like knocking on a window). This knocking is relayed to the dBoard which will produce a knocking sound signaling that someone at the other end is requesting attention. This allows for very easy and ad-hoc meeting initiation.

**Tool Integration**

The dBoard is designed to integrate with issue tracking systems for software engineering. For the deployment at Alpha, the issue tracking system integrated was TFS. This is a two-way integration: all tasks including their information and status are synchronized with the dBoard and when a task is changed in the dBoard—for example by moving a task from one status column to another—the information is synchronized back to TFS. This two-way synchronization, however, puts a few limitations on the use of the dBoard, of which the most important one is that TFS puts constraints on status changes. The TFS workflow used by Alpha and Beta would not allow tasks to move from the ‘New’ state to the ‘Resolved’ state. Therefore, if a user moved a task on the dBoard from ‘New’ to ‘Resolved’, the state change would not be allowed by TFS and the task post-it note would be moved back to the ‘New’ state on the board. This was in conflict with the original design goal of allowing any movement of the task post-it notes on the dBoard, but since Alpha insisted on having TFS as the ‘ground truth’, we had to compromise.

**DEPLOYMENT**

For the evaluation of a combined videoconferencing and scrum board tool, the dBoard was deployed in two phases as shown in Figure 2. In the first phase, we deployed the dBoard at Alpha and, in the second phase, at both Alpha and Beta.

**One-site Deployment**

The one-site deployment took place at Alpha, and focused on the use of the dBoard as a Scrum board for collocated use. Therefore, the collaborative features, including the video and proximity-based interaction, were disabled, turning the dBoard into a digital and interactive Scrum board. This deployment strategy was chosen, as it gave us the opportunity to evaluate and test the hardware and software in one location before moving to a distributed deployment.

**Setting**

The dBoard was deployed at Alpha for a period of two weeks. As the dBoard was designed to be an ‘information radiator’ (like a regular Scrum board), the original intention was to place it in the shared office space of the Scrum team. However, due to space limitations the dBoard was not placed in the team office, but in the room close to the coffee machine (Figure 6(2)).

**Results**

During this phase, Alpha only conducted one meeting using the dBoard, but during the two-site deployment phase, additional two meeting involving only the Danish team were held. Hence, in total three meetings using the dBoard in a collocated Scrum meeting at Alpha were conducted; there are the basis for this analysis. The meetings with the dBoard were conducted in a similar way to the ones the team members would perform with the TFS plugin: at 10 AM the team would assemble and explain what they had been working on since the last meeting, what they were currently working on, and whether they foresaw impediments. During our observations, we saw how the dBoard supported the team in their Scrum meeting practices. The high-resolution large screen provided plenty of space to display all tasks in the sprint, and the area used for the meetings had sufficient space for all developers (see Figure 1). The relationship between user stories and tasks was also clear from the dBoard visualization. As such, it was evident that the prior challenges of poor task visualization and lack of space and visibility were addressed with the introduction of the dBoard. Moreover, since the dBoard was a dedicated ‘always-on’ public display, there was limited setup cost associated with it, and the team could simply walk up to it and start the meeting.

For the first meeting, the team used the different features of the dBoard extensively. The team made extensive use of the side panel presenting detailed information about a specific task or user story while explaining finished and ongoing
work. One the one hand, the usage of this panel quickly diminished and, for the later collocated meetings as well as the distributed meetings, it was rarely used. This was surprising to us because much of the information on the side panel was requested by the team during the workshops. On the other hand, the user-filter feature of the dBoard extensively used throughout the meetings for turn-taking might explain such reduced use. As tickets were not anymore arranged by users but by user story, the task context (i.e., which task belonged to which user story), which was one of the main reasons to investigate the detailed information on the TFS, was now always clear. Usually the project manager would control turn-taking among the team members, and use the filter to display only the tasks relevant for the team member talking. The fact that the user filter was widely used during the meetings also meant that the turn-order was decided by the order of this menu.

What was also interesting, however, was that the teams did not interact much with tasks on the dBoard during the meetings. As the dBoard synchronizes its information with the TFS system used by the companies to handle the development process, the board often was in the right configuration even before the meetings started. This meant that few changes (such as opening, closing or re-assigning tasks) had to be made during the meeting. We did however, observe a few instances where such changes were made. Despite the dBoard’s design for such activities, the team followed the practices that they used during the collocated meetings in which the board was used primarily as a tool for guiding the Scrum meeting and for a platform to initiate knowledge sharing with occasional changes being made to the tasks presented on the board.

Finally, due to the fact that the dBoard was placed in the ‘wrong’ location—namely in the office with the coffee machine rather than in the team’s office—we observed that it did not work as an information radiator and did not provide the team with any shared awareness of the status of work. In fact, the dBoard was turned off while not used during the meetings, which implied that it was standing idle most of the time.

**Two-site Deployment**

In the second phase, the dBoard was deployed both at Alpha and Beta. The focus of this second phase was to study how the dBoard would support a distributed Scrum team.

**Setting**

During this phase, all features of the dBoard were enabled. At Alpha, the dBoard was moved to the corner of the office (Figure 6(3)), since the desk behind it was used by a new employee and was blocking the line of sight to the other room. At Beta, the plan was to deploy the dBoard in the team’s space to allow for easy access to the system, for easy ad-hoc meetings through the knock-knock feature and to foster mutual awareness by having the dBoard always-on and working as an information radiator. However, due to space limitations in the team space at Beta, the project manager insisted on the dBoard to be moved into a meeting room, which was even situated on a different floor than the team space (Figure 6(4)).

**Results**

With the dBoard positioned in the meeting room, the features dedicated to awareness and ad-hoc meetings were clearly not used. The dBoard was designed to function as a meeting support tool as well as an information radiator with a graceful way to switch between these two modes. However the placement of the boards turned them into a meeting support tool for pre-planned meetings. Even though the placement at Alpha was not optimal either, they would still be able to see the display on a regular basis (e.g., when getting coffee) and to hear any knock-knock being initiated from Beta. But clearly—as a collaborative tool—the placement at Beta also affected the Danish team; with no opportunity to engage with—or be engaged by—the German team outside pre-planned meetings, the two teams often turned off the dBoard after a meeting.

Analyzing specifically the Scrum meetings conducted via the dBoard, it was evident that: first, the system enabled the two teams to engage in distributed meetings, which was identified as an issue during the pre-deployment study; and second, the blended videoconferencing and Scrum board features provided good support for the team during the meetings. As an example, the German project manager during the standup meeting slot of a Danish developer noticed a task about which he had a concern. Used to the previous practice without the dBoard, he stated that he wanted to discuss it over the phone. However, the Danish developer were able to further discuss the task which instantly stimulated the German project manager to propose that the task should be assigned to a German developer he believed to be more suited for solving it, hence, removing the need for a subsequent phone call. The German developer, also present to the meeting, agreed, and the task was immediately re-assigned to the new person. This snippet, which lasted roughly 3 minutes, clearly showcases how the dBoard provided support to communication between the two locations, improved the awareness of each others’ work, facilitated the identification of potential risks, and allowed quick reactive ad-hoc coordination.

The video also facilitated other interesting interactions for which the system was not designed. Once, the Danish office received a list of bugs from the client via email in which the German team was not cc’ed; in this occasion, they printed the screenshots of these bugs and showed these printouts to the German team through the dBoard camera. Even though we did not design for bringing in external documents to the dBoard, the team found a way around this, and these printouts—eight in total—were discussed in detail in the meeting.

We also observed how the rich knowledge sharing activities seen during the collocated meetings continued to be present during the distributed meetings but with the German team members included. As with the collocated meetings, often these sessions were initiated based on talks about a specific task on the Scrum board. This was interesting as the German project manager is a domain expert in the field of shipping and cargo vessels and during most of the meetings, he was able to share knowledge about the specifics of container vessels—information important to the Danish developers.
DISCUSSION
The dBoard provided the team at Alpha and Beta with a tool for facilitating both collocated and distributed Scrum meetings. As opposed to before, the German team was now present in almost all Scrum meetings, and the dBoard helped alleviating some of the problems they had experienced before. In particular, the combination of video and task management provided the team with a physical workspace to communicate and discuss their work while orienting themselves towards the work at hand. And, the cost of setting up meetings was reduced significantly, which lead to more efficient meetings. We also observed how the dBoard supported the articulation work of the collaboration, which has been pointed out to be core to the success of Scrum [16]. As opposed to before, the team was now able to coordinate and discuss their work during the Scrum meetings and the need for contacting remote team members after meetings was reduced.

Our study also confirmed how the dBoard was able to lower the setup costs of the Scrum meetings but also revealed a set of new problems and challenges related to the introduction of the new technology.

Digitalization and Synchronization
The synchronization of the dBoard with TFS caused interesting usage patterns. In particular, we observed how the teams interacted very little with the board as it in most cases was in its correct state even before a meeting had started. The team extensively planned, carried out and updated their progress on tasks and user stories from their personal computers and little work on the board was needed during meetings. This highlights an important consideration regarding digital Scrum boards. The synchronization of data with other systems is a valuable benefit of a digital system that, however, reduces the need for explicit interactions with the board when compared with a physical board. These findings echo previous research on the advantages of drawbacks of physical and digital tools [20, 23].

Another point that became apparent was how the workflow structure of TFS influenced the usage of the dBoard during the meetings. While we designed the board so that a task could be moved freely on the board, we also wanted to ensure that the board always reflected the state of the underlying TFS. We therefore had to disallow certain state changes that were not valid in the TFS workflow. This meant that it was not allowed for some types of tasks to transition from the ‘Active’ to the ‘Resolved’ state and trying to perform such transitions in the board would force the task to be repositioned back to its previous state. This behaviour was observed in a few instances, and it consistently generated confusion for users. This highlights another tradeoff of using a digital Scrum board as compared to a traditional physical one. On physical Scrum boards tasks can be placed anywhere and it is up to the team to ensure that the board is in a state that conforms to the teams’ practices. On digital boards where workflow constraints from underlying systems are applied, tasks have to follow these workflows which eventually can cause confusion if users are unaware of these constraints when interacting with the board. Therefore, designers of interactive Scrum boards in which underlying constraints are applied should take into consideration making explicit to users what kinds of state transitions are allowed or disallowed.

Physical Location
The physical placement of the dBoard in the meeting room at the offices of Beta severely influenced its usage and the awareness and ad-hoc meeting features were not used. The decision to put the dBoard in the meeting room rather than in the workspace of the developers was taken by the German project manager, and he explained that there were two reasons for not having the dBoard in the office. First, the open offices at Beta were occupied by people working on different projects—not just the four people working with Alpha. The project manager did not want to disturb these other people with meetings at the board when they were working. Second, the dBoard is more bulky than a physical board due to the stand and therefore occupies more space than a physical board that can be hanged on a wall. The German offices were already quite occupied and the project manager argued that there was little room to place the dBoard.

With the dBoard deployed in a meeting room rather than in the office space, the board lost its effect of serving as an information radiator and was not used for any ad-hoc meetings even though such features were designed. This highlights a challenge in the design of technologies that aim to support different collaborative activities. The physical location of such technologies is crucial to their adoption and usage. The dBoard was designed to integrate videoconferencing and Scrum board into one tool as such integration is needed [22]. However, in doing so, the German team decided that partly due to its videoconferencing features, the dBoard was to be placed in a meeting room and not in the office space. In designing tools that blend together videoconferencing and task-specific application, it is important to consider how such tools will be viewed and in turn deployed by the intended users.

Interestingly, in our efforts to create a tool with as low setup costs as possible, we also created a tool that requires some space to setup. The stand of the dBoard (see Figure 5) takes up more space in an office compared to a wall-mounted screen, however, we chose this to lower overall the setup cost. Both the German and the Danish side chose to place the dBoard in rooms not ideal for a Scrum board—in Denmark in the office with fewest developers and in Germany in a dedicated meeting room. This highlights another tension in the design: the movable stand reduced the setup costs of the system but enforced constraints on the location in which it could be deployed eventually resulting in the teams’ decisions to position them in sub-optimal locations.

Meeting Frequency
During the time of the deployment, we saw a decrease in the frequency of Scrum meetings. While this decrease can’t be attributed solely to the introduction of the dBoard, we did observe how the team at Alpha decided not to have meetings when the team at Beta was not available. This is an interesting observation as it demonstrates how trying to introduce technologies to facilitate closer collaboration across distances
can cause a change in the existing work patterns. Transitioning to distributed work can significantly complicate the work of setting up meetings [2] and, despite our effort to design the dBoard to be easy to use for meetings, the teams’ usage of Scrum affected the use of the dBoard.

This finding highlights the importance of carefully both implementing Scrum as a framework and selecting the technologies for enabling the collaboration. With the dBoard, the teams at Alpha and Beta were able to carry out distributed Scrum meetings in front of an interactive Scrum board – an activity which was hard to perform before; however, despite the deployment of this tool, they did not have daily meetings as suggested by Scrum. An efficient implementation of Scrum in a distributed context requires not only the appropriate technology but also the ability and willingness to implement the processes of Scrum. While this implementation of Scrum has to be tailored to the challenges of working distributed [11] it still needs to be taken seriously.

Organizational and Physical Embeddedness
We categorize the aforementioned problems and challenges that we encountered during the deployment of the dBoard into the degree of organizational and physical embeddedness of a technology. These categories affect the adoption of such a technology.

With organizational embeddedness, we refer to the degree to which an organization’s practices align with technology. The dBoard was designed to facilitate distributed daily Scrum meetings with minimal setup costs, but in our study we observed how the team did not have such frequent meetings which was partly caused by the ad-hoc meeting structure that the team had adopted. We also observed how few interactions with tasks happened during the meetings as the status of sprints were kept up to date on a daily basis by the developers.

The physical embeddedness refers to the physical embodiment of a technology. What we observed here was that while the dBoard in Alpha was placed in the everyday workspace, at Beta the board had been placed in a large meeting room. This placement of the dBoard effectively removed both the dBoard’s function of being an information radiator as well as the one of being a tool supporting ad-hoc meetings as it was only visible during pre-planned meetings. The physical embeddedness does not only concern the physical surroundings in the environment but also the physical form of the technology itself. In particular, a combination of the office layout of Beta and the large stand of the dBoard influenced the German team decision to place it in a meeting room.

CONCLUSION
The Scrum board is an important tool in the Scrum development framework, however, its collocated nature causes problems for adopting the board into distributed software development. In this paper, we presented two studies of distributed Scrum meetings. In the first study, we reported on an observational study of the Scrum meeting practices of a small Scrum team. The study showed that the Scrum meeting provided a platform for coordination, awareness and knowledge sharing but also revealed problems related to the absence of remote team members, the digital Scrum board tool and the space and place of meetings. Based on this study we deployed the dBoard—a digital Scrum board and videoconferencing tool—and studied how the team conducted their scrum meetings.

This second study showed that the new technology was able to provide support for distributed Scrum team in conducting Scrum meetings but also pointed out new challenges. First, we observed how the synchronization of the dBoard with an underlying task tracking system caused confusion when interacting with the board as the task tracking system enforced constraints on the dBoard that were not clear to the users. Second, we argue that the design of collaborative system intended to support different activities might eventually be used for only one single purpose. The dBoard was designed to support many practices around a Scrum board (i.e., information radiator, ad-hoc meetings and standup meetings) but was used only for planned meetings. Lastly, we stressed that both appropriate technologies as well as serious implementation of practices are required for a successful adoption of Scrum, and a thorough dedication to one of the two cannot resolve problems in the other.
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